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Retreat Planned By
Youth For Christ
At Jonathan Creek

Seen&Heard Local Flotilla
To Participate
Around
In Boat Parade
Murray

Vol

XXII No. 155

Carpenters'
Strike Halts
Work Here

The Calloway County Youth for
Baptist
Christ, a
youth
organization, will hold a retreat
on Friday and Saturday, July 30
and 31, at Jonathan Creek
Assembly.
All young people are invited to
attend the retreat to start at 2:30
p.m. on July 30 and end after the
noon meal on July 31.
Reservations may be made by
contacting Kathy Rogers at 7534M9, Darrell Gibson, 753-7280, or
Rev. Jerrell White 753-5750. The
reservation fee is one dollar and
all young people are urged to
make their reservations as soon
as possible, a spokesman said.

The Murray-Kenlake Flotilla
of the U. S. Coast Guard
PADUCAH UPI)—A strike by
Mr. Crawford McNeely brings in Aniriliary will join flotillas from
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A back window was broken out University and received the B. D,
the Clarks grounds of Carlisle County High
A full day is scheduled at the
and Bill Mayfield over at Ler- Railroad crossing by
Every summer, at hundreds of "Kaintuck Territory" just north
School, near Milburn and Bard- Dexter ball park on Monday July at Liberty Supermarket to gain
River bridge.
mans.
theatres across the of Benton.
prized
thieves
or
thief
outdoor
entry.
The
well.
Benton
of
Mrs. Jerelyne Dick
CHURCH SPEAKER
5. At 11:00 o'clock in the morning
Actors Theatre Associates,
Route One, driving a 1960 Dodge John Edd Walker, general a local band will put on a concert a padlock off of a side door to Rev. Hugh Kelso will be the country, talented amateurs and
Station wagon, was going south manager of the electric and baseball games will begin at make their exit, the Police speaker at the North Pleasant professional actors get together directed by Murray State
Department reported. Liberty Grove Cumberland Presbyterian to form summer stock theatre graduate A. L. Horkay, is
on 121 when she stopped at the cooperative, has announced the about 12:30.
currently producing the popular
officials
reported that nothing Church on Sunday, July 4, at groups.
railroad crossing as the flasher program will be the same type
Barbecue, hot dogs and cold
vampire play "Count Dracula"
was on and the bells were ringing held in recent years. The mor- drinks will be sold at the park. was missing that they could eleven a.m. The public is invited
A newly formed group has
as if a train were approaching. ning will be devoted to en- Baseball will be by Pony and Colt determine.
(Continued on Page Twelve)
to attend.
taken up residence in an outdoor
The second breakin occurred at
Her car was hit in the rear by the tertainment and good fellowship, League teams.
amphi-theatre adjacent to
1965 Ford driven by McDougal, followed by a barbecue lunch and All proceeds of the event will Standard Textile at 111 Poplar.
TAPE PLAYER STOLEN
NINE CITED
according to Trooper Stephenson. a business session in the af- go to the Dexter-Hardin Baseball The police report said that an
David Wall of Murray Route
Nine persons were cited by the
PROGRAM AT KENLAKE
empty drink machine was broken Murray Police Department late
were ternoon.
children
Three
Six reported the theft of a Lear
By United Press International
Association. The public is invited Into
and about $1.95 was taken Thursday afternoon and early
terms
Scattered showers and thun- passengers in the car with Mrs.
whose
members
The Youth Choir of the Central jet tape player from his car,
to attend this all day event.
Board
from the machine.
derstorms, which accounted for Dick including two of her expire this year and who have
this morning. Two were cited for Baptist Church in Clovis, New parked at the lot at Wilson Hall on
at least three deaths in New children and her nephew. Mrs. been nominated for re-election * * ** ***** *** * * * * ** * ** ** * * * * * * ** public drunkenness on Thursday. Mexico, will present a sacred the Murray State University
Thursday. He
York State Thursday, dotted Dick, one of her children, and include: Ralph Edrington,•
e. This morning in a roadblock, the concert in the amphitheater at campus on
A. D.
police cited four for no city auto Kenlake State Park on Monday, reported the theft at 2:05 p.m.
much of the nation again today, hew nephew, were reported in- Carlisle
County;
accompanied by typical sum- jured,
stickers and three for no state July 5, at 7:30 p.m. There is no Thursday to the Murray Police
Willingham, Graves County; and
merlike warmth.
charge and the public is invited. Department.
0. S. Wall, Calloway County.
,iiinaPection stickers
Rain fell in most of the
I
:
The program opens at 10:30 • FRANKFORT—tiov. Louie B. Nunn has joined some 40 other
nation, except the Midwest,
a.m. with entertainment being •
Northern Plains and Pacific
e governors in issuing proclamations supporting patriotic *
provided by Mickey Cochran and ;
4 celebrations on July 4, the nation's 195th anniversary of in- *
Coast states, where fair skies
his Blue Rollers, and the Smith • dependence.
prevailed.
Brothers quartet.
s Governor Nunn proclaimed Independence Day "a day to *
Three men were struck and
* declare positive allegiance to our flag and country and a time to
killed by lightning as a line of Clarence Boren, Murray Fire
The Rev. W. W. Morris, pastor • be reminded of the worth and wealth of our national heritage.";
thunderstorms rumbled over Inspector,has asked the public to
please refrain from burning trash of the Wickliffe and Morris • "The unity and security of our nation can best be insured," the *
(Continued on Page Twelve) outside their homes and
Valley Christian Churches, will * governor said, "by expressing to the people of all lands...our *
businessess in the city.
conduct a brief devotional ser- a devotion to the principles of our inherited freedoms and our *
Boren said the fires create a vice at 11 a.m.
• determination to preserve and protect those principles."
fire hazard and cause pollution of
* The president of the Pennsylvania Society of Sons of the
the air through the smoke. He
West Kentucky RECC supplies 41 Revolution, George M. Brodhead, had asked Governor Nunn *
• and
*
Kentuckians to join in the nationwide celebration July 4.
Mostly fair, warm and less said persons should leave their low-cost TVA electrical power to
by
pickup
regular
the
for
trash
in
Saturday
20,128 members in C,arlisle,
On that day, Brodhead said, we should encourage and foster a *
humid today through
Graves, Marshall and Calloway
resurgence of patriotism and a renewed faith and pledge to our *
Kentucky with isolated afternoon the City Sanitation Service.
counties.
a constitution and the ideals and hopes on which our national was *
or evening thundershowers.
FREE PUPPIES
* launched.
Highs today and Saturday in the
Lan year, some 744 members • As part of the observare'e, at 2 p.m. ( EDT) July 4, in *
Ms. Lows tonight upper -50s to
were
added
to
the
rolls which, • Philadelphia's Independence Hall, a descendent of a signer of *
Four puppies, part Labradormid 60s.
Retriever, seven weeks old, are Walker noted, was the largest
Independence will tap the Liberty Bell.
•the Declaration of
free to persons for pets. For in- Increase in membership in recent * At the same hour, he added, a nationwide celebration, *
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
years.
highlightes by the ringing (,f bells, will commence.
Chance of daily thun- formation call 753-9382 or 7534131
five
p.m.
after
or
afternoons
mainly
dershowers
Walker said the average use of O Brodhead noted that Congress has passed a resolution that the *
singing of the Declaration of Independence should be observed *
through
evenings Sunday
electricity by each of the no•
each year by the ringing of bells throughout the United States. *
Tuesday. Warm and humid
ooerative's members is about
OAKS BREAKFAST
GETTING ACQUAINTED—Jesse Stuart talks with two students enrolled In Murray State
Sunday and Monday, slightly
16,000 kwh per year. West 4, All state offices will be closetl Monday July 5, and Governor * University's third annual Jesse Stuart Creative Writing Workshop. The three-week session includes
Tuesday.
special
*
day of Thanksgiving. He
• Nunn has proclaimed it a
cooler and less humid
Breakfast will be served at the Kentucky RECC's plant is valued
courses In the novel, short story, poetry, and the article. Mr. Stuart teaches the short story. Shown
lkws mostly in the 60s. Highs Oaks Country Club on Saturday. at more than $13 million, and the • requested that Kentuckians consider the day "as a fitting time * with him are Sir J. Marshall Porter, a dairy farm equipment mili•sman from Rt. 5 Cumberland,
Sunday
Republic."
our
for
thanks
803
for
give
a
to
upper
all
the
in
mostly
July 3, from 7- 30 to nine a.m. All co-op maintains more than 2,500
Md.;end Mrs. Nola H. Lewis, a retired school teacher from 1627 Farmer Ave. in Murray.
and Monday and lower 80s members are urged to attend
miles of distribution lines.
Photo by Wilson Woolley
Thesday.

Dr. T. T. Crabtree Will
Speak At Church Sunday

Thousands Take
To Roads Today
For 4th Holiday

Special Installation At
Christian Church Sunday

Bible Class Has
Closing Program

Person
In Car Accident

RECC Plans Annual Meet
For Saturday, July 10 Breakins Reported
Full Day Set At
Dexter Ball Park

At Two Businesses

Scattered
Showers
Dot Nation

* Nunn Urges Declaration Of
•
Allegiance To U.S. On 4th
I'.

Persons Urged To
Not Burn Trash In
The City Of Murray

The Weather

3 1~,rt.9
111,143101'....09 .
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• •

•*.
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urray State Students
Take Roles I n 'Dracula'

_

•
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Ten Years Ago Today
la1143131 a TIMIS NUM
Navy Lt. jg John T. Vinson received the Naval Aviation
Observer Wings at the Naval Air Station at Corpus Christi, Texas.
Murray Firemen were called on the night of June 30 to the farm
of J. C. Kemp on the Coldwater Road where a large stock barn
was on fire.
A fiscal agent was selected at the meeting of the Murray City
Council for a proposed $750,000 bond issue which will be used to
expand the Murray Water and Sewer Syste.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Grogan announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Judith Ann, to Jerry
Blanc Wallace,son of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Wallace.

20 Years Ago Today
LaD01131•TIM= 1111.3
Military rites for Pvt. Charles Youngblood,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Flavil Youngblood of Detroit, Mich., will be held at Mt. Carmel
Methodist Church near Kirksey. He was killed in action in the
early stages of the Korean War on August 5, 1950.
Byrd S. Haley, age 85, died yesterday at the Murray Hospital.
Van W. Childress, Seaman Apprentice USN, is serving aboard
the Destroyer USS Brinkley Bass. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ben H. Childress.
The registered Jersey herds of G. B. Scott, Murray State
College, and R. M. Mason were recently classified for type under
a program of the American Jersey Cattle Club.
•

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
What is more exciting to a teen-age boy than a
teen-age girl? His first traffic ticket.
"It is the chassis, not the motor, that
counts."
—Abe Waterhill
in "Away We Go"
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OUR GLORIOUS FOURTH

Begley
Directors
Re-Elected

Poetically
Speaking
BY TOM PERKINS
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Dock
13th
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Colonists were divided
on how to gain freedom

The stockholders of Begley
Maryland and South Carolina
By ROBERT BETTS
by fiery, persuasive patriots
were not yet matured from fallDrug Company at the annual
Copley News Service
like Thomas Paine, who wrote
THE WORLD'S GREATEST INVENTION IS ...
meeting Monday, June 28, 1971
ing from the parent stern, but
The sun never shined on a
that they were fast advancing
re-elected all Directors of the "I am well aware of the toil
cause of greater worth."
Recently Dad was asked what he considered to be the grams' Corporation for the
to that state, it was thought
coming year. and blood and treasure it will
Still, while many fervently
invention of all time. Now, Dad took a long time to answer
Begley's Directors for the cost us to maintain this decwanted independence, not all most prudent to wait a while for
because he knew his answer would have to be profound, and
were prepared openly to pro- them, and to postpone the final
,ming year include the laration and support and debesides at least part of that time he was considering how great he
decision to July 1."
claim it.
following: Robert B. Begley, fend these States," said John
must be to be asked in the first place. His answer would have to be
Meanwhile a five-man compresident and chairman of the Adams, concerning the events
For days a divided Contimittee was appointed to draft a
right on the point, so profound and wonderful that his audience
ward; Robert J. Begley, vice of July 4, 1776.
nental Congress wrangled over
declaration. It consisted of
would be properly inspired.
Adams was one of the most
President drug operations; Lee
the resolution proposed by
Adams, the outspoken patriot,
Golf clubs! Well maybe, but no, before he said it he reconeloquent,
most
forceful of the
Golden, drug store proprietor;
Richard Henry Lee of Virginia
Jefferson, the courtly Virsidered. A fishing pole!, great, but in the same catagory with golf
that "These United colonies
Arnold S. Gregory, vice president revolutionaries. Today he'd
ginian, Ben Franklin, the 70probably be called a hawk.
clubs. Dad was deep in thinking. This was no easy question. He
are, and of right ought to be,
and general manager; Russell
year-old elder statesman of the
For the American Revoluwas working so hard at thinking that sweat began to trickle down
free and independent states;
Steele Gregory, Pohlmann Incolonies, Roger Sherinan, a
tion, glorious as it stands in hishis face. He took out his hankerchief and wiped. He looked at the
that they are absolved from all
surance Agency, Danville,
Connecticut Puritan, and Robtory, was by no means a comhankerchief and I heard him wondering if sweat was invented or
allegiance to the British Crown,
Kentucky; Thomas B. Kessinger, mon,
ert Livingston, a well-to-do
single-minded cause — at
Just happened. He didn't voice his thoughts because he knew
and
that
all
political connec- New Yorker
Manager J. J. B. Hilliard, W. L. least not
who had little
in its early days.
philosophy would iust confound the whole situation. No, his an- I.)ons di Company,
tions between them and the
Lexington, They, too, were divisive times.
ardor for outright indepenswer had to be concrete. Tangible facts was what he needed. Kentucky; James
state of Great Britain is, and
K. Lewis, Some valued
dence.
freedom so
Sweat was tangible, but no, he dismissed the thought.
ought to be, totally dissolved."
Senior Vice President, Central
Jefferson, from the most
highly they were ready to give
The greatest invention of all of human history, my what a
John Adams .of Braintree, populous state, was assigned to
Trust Company, Cincinnati, their lives
for it. Others thought
question. There had to be an answer, and Dad said he would come Ohio: Robert L.
Mass., spoke for the "hawks" write the original draft. "You
Maddox, Jr., they could negotiate with tyrup with it if it took him five minutes. Four and one-half minutes Partner of
who were centered mainly in can write 10 times better than I
Wyatt,Grafton & Sloss anny.
went by. Suddenly Dad smiled. I knew this was it. Dad arched his
New England. The "doves," can," Adams told him.
Law Firm, Louisville, Kentucky;
They hoped King George III
back, doing something wonderful to his chest and spoke with
mainly from the center colIn two rented rooms of a
Dun C. McFadden, Drug Store of
England could be persuaded
ancient authority."The wheel is the greatest invention of all time. Proprietor; Kelly
onies of New York, Pennsyl- house at Market and Seventh
Patterson, to see the error of
his ways, vania and Delaware, were led Street, Jefferson
Just look at how it has been refined and improved and all the Investments and
scratched
Real Estate; that they could somehow
gain
wonderful things that has been done with it."
by John Dickenson, a Philadel- away by candlelight throughDonald R. Snyder, secretary, their liberty without
severing
When Dad comes up with his profound thinking I usually just treasurer
phia Quaker.
out the sultry June nights. All.
& controller; 0. B. the ties with the mother
keep quiet,and I would keep quiet now except that if the wheel has
The difficulty of reaching the moral, philosophical and
Walton, Jr., vice president country.
been improved it must have been square when invented.
agreement on the fateful deci- legal arguments moving him
corporate development; Robert
This sentiment changed
—Bob Little G Young, vice president dry
sion was recorded by Thomas and his fellows to defy the king
gradually with the king's stuband risk hanging for high treaJefferson:
cleaning operations.
born refusal to listen to what
'It appearing in the course of son were encompassed in the
The officers re-elected for the were
considered to be just de- these debates that the colonies thoughts that flowed from his
corning year include: Robert B. mands.
APPARENTLY CHANGLFSS
The tide of indepenof New York, New Jersey, powerful pen. The draft was
Begley, president and chairman dence
quickened, helped along
Pennsylvania, Delaware, completed by June 28.
of the board; Arnold S. Gregory,
He stood before the after
vice president Sit general
curshing his failures
manager: Robert J. Begley, vice
times wasted gone before
president drug operations;
and giving wisdom of bitterness
Robert G. Young, vice president
that in a moment's effort
dry cleaning operations; 0. B.
could be changed.
Walton, Jr. vice president cor.4*
DRIVE
orate development and Donald
—Thomas 0.Perkins
thru SATURDAY
R Snyder,secretary,treasurer di
IN
:ontroller.
Begley's currently operates 37
STONE SKELETON
'rug stores, 7 pharmacies, and 56
Big B One Hour Cleaners plus two
A pile of stones, weathered, aged
subsidiary operations. B 81 B
into gray and sudden distant green
Equipment and Supply Company
look far away from now,
and Big B Franchise, Inc. The
and how you managed to bring
general offices and warehouse
such distance to earth, turn
are located in Richmond, Kenuseless stones into monument
tucky.
of your hands, I'll not know.
'
The Company is celebrating its
By JOHN Bey
When I last looked there was but sky
staff
50th Anniversary during 1971
and now that too is full.
..yers, the residents
having originated in London,
HUMBOLDT,Tenn
often became'
It stands demanding
je,fLilTfluflltY who national news
Kentucky in 1921. Rapid growth
Tense
West
represestat
ot
ives
this
all eyes (some damp perhaps
of
occured during recent years
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In
to know stones gone mad design
By United Press International
come suddenly into symmetry.
Early writing had no punctua—Lee Pennington tion and no spaces between
words.

By JOE CARN
UPI Sports
Dock Ellis' burni
this season has be
the National Leag
team. The way hi
now, he may be the
when Manager Spa
son fills in his pu
next week.

Ellis gained his
of the season—tops
against
only
Du
Thursday arternool
Pittsburgh Pirates
New York Mets 3-0
of Eastern Divis
runners. Ellis, who
first five innings of
rain-delayed game,
five and allowed onl
Jim Nelson, Nelson
Dave Giusti finished
Pirates.
Gene Clines sc
tsburgh's first run i
on Manny Sanguillen
fly and Clines a
another run in 1
Roberto Clemente's
a single by Willi
accounted for Pittsbi
run in the ninth.
The game was
three times because
storms and Ellis ws
after the second cl
victory left pittsbu
games ahead of set
New York in the NI
Elsewhere in the
Francisco edged St.
Los Angeles shaded
2.1, Cincinnati downe
phia 5-1 and Alt
Montreal 7-3.
In American Lea
Washington tripped
3-1, Cleveland edged
3-2, Boston squee
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Lee Pennington is currently on the MSU campus teaching poetry
in the Jessie Stuart creative writing workshop. He will be in this
area for the next three weeks. Some of his works are on display at
the campus and you will have no better time to aquaint yourself
with what he is doing.
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Parking Lot Perils
As part of its service, a neighvarhood market maintained a
oarlung lot behind the building.
Year one corner of the lot, the
,tump of an old post Jutted up
from the ground One evening a
om a n sh“pper tripped over the
,tunip and fell, dislok.ating a hip.
Ver

CATCHES SUSPECT ON BORROWED BIKE—Nurse Edie
Barrett talks with Boston detective Joseph Lundbohm
after he borrowed her bicycle to chase a fleeing robbery
suspect. Traffic was so heavy, he explained, his unmarked car was tied up. He caught the man.
••••••at******
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Turkey!

i
Was the market legally‘
fiable
for her injury? In a court-hearing, the owner insisted that she
should have kept a sharper lookout for danger. But when the
woman pointed out that the lighting was poor at the site of the
accident, the court upheld her
claim.
The law places upon the owner
of a parking lot a basic responsibility to keep it in safe condition.
Furthermore, he is usually liable
for injuries caused by the negligence of his hired help.
Nevertheless, the owner does
not guarantee absolute safety.

Some accidents are simply not
his fault. Thus: a man got hurt
in a parking lot when he slipped
on a gob of ice cream. Demanding damages in court, he argued
"It is up to the attendant to
keep the place clean. Since he
failed to do so, his employer is
liable."
However, no one had any idea
how long the ice cream had been
lying there—or who had dropped
it in the first place. Rejecting
the man's claim, the court said
there was "no evidence that the
condition had existed long enough
for the (attendant), in the exercise of reasonable care, to have
discovered and remedied it."
Suppose the accident is caused
by someone's careless driving
within the lot. May that be
blamed on the lot owner?
That question arose when a
motorist drove the wrong way in
a one-way aisle and knocked
down a small boy. The boy'
parents tried ..,to pin ability on
the owner of the lot, on the
theory that it was his duty to
"police" all drivers on his premises.
However, the court held the
owner not liable, because even a
watchful attendant could hardly
have acted quickly enough to be
helpful. Preventing this kind of
an accident, the court felt, would
call for closer policing by the
management than the law could
fairly expect.

Inn Brown.George
Fredric March

enacrvisiaiaa "Wreak*/ 0.

And be saki auto them, Render therefore unto Caesar the things
which are Caesar's; and unto God the things which are God's.—
Matthew 22:21.
Each of us must decide how we will honor the righteous
demands of God and the just laws of the nation.

Torre, SUL
71
8112
1
Davis, LA
78 313
Bart, Chi
73 293
Brock, St.L
76 311
r, Atl
80 332
tne, Chi 58 218
elmrite, Pit 68 269
Millan,Atl
77 306
Qish, Pit
64 262
May, Cin
68 252
American Leal
G. AB
Oliva, Min
68 269
?durcer, NY 74 261
Kalne, Det
65 212
Buford, 13a1 60 230
Rojas, KC
71 265
Otis, KC
70 279
F.Rbsn, Etal 62 221
Rchrdt, Chi 61 231
Howard, Was 73 277
Stnley, Det
65 205
Home Runs
National League:
Pitt M; Aaron, AU
Cin 21; Bench, Cin 11
SD and Bonds, SF 1
American League:
Chi and Oliva, Minn
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'THE SEEKERS"

Drug Addiction Film
8:0,.Witerniein 10:25, till 12:05
Fri.**rmelon 9:60-jones .10:55, Tick j2i35
Sat.-1'6-9:00, Jones 10:45, Watermelon

,*4******* ******,************

@f30,30g;

open 7 Noely 1 p m Sat & Sun

Tonite thru Tue.

'
Or

.kLt tiE AIR

TON ITE
thru TUESDAY

The story
of a man who
took the law
Into his own
finger!

JAMES

"SUPPORT
YOUR
LOCAL
ERMffin'gE

An American Bar Association public service feature by Will
Berniod
• 1471 American Her Association

Bible Thoughtfor Today

1

ARRIVING FOR TRIAL—Accused of slaying George
Henry Doakes Jr., 21, a
Negro Army priyate, at
the Ford estate in Humnoldt. Tenn.. novelist Jesse
Hill Ford is accompanied
by his wile ;is he arrives at
City Hall, the trial site

;
MAN by

limIuml Artists

Children's. Movie Sat. 1 til 3-"BIRDS DO IT" Soupy
Sales
*********10
4******************1
t,
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Knudson calls it hi
masher."
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him line up the ball,
account an eye corn
with it, Knudson, in t
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1
2 Games
Red Sox Move Within 2/
Of Division Leading Orioles

Baseball
Standings

By United Press International
American League
By VITO STELLINO
East
UPI Sports Writer
W. L Pct. GB
The Boston Red Sox ap47 29 .618 ...
Xialtirnore
parently never got the word
44 31 .587 21,,i
that they were supposed to be
By JOE CARNICELLI
Detroit 8-7, Chicago downed Boston
42 35 .545 5/
1
2
Detroit
out of the American League
UPI Sports Writer
Milwaukee 6-4 and Kansas City
/
2
36 41 .468 111
Cleveland
East race.
Dock Ellis' burning ambition ripped California 9-4.
Murray's Randy Oliver and after one inning.
35 43 .449 13
If it hadn't been for the girls, Wiltred, Leslie Furches and Just last Friday night, the
this season has been to make Bobby Bonds stroked a double New York
/
2 the combined Oaks and Calloway Michelle Richardson.
28 47 .373 181
Red Sox were reeling eight Paducah's Bill Sacharnoski Sacharnoski, a stout leftthe National League All-Star and two singles and drove in Washington
at
West
County Clubs' swimming team
In addition to being a member games behind the Baltimore locked up in a pitching duel in hander, hurled a three-hitter
team. The way he's pitching three runs as the Giants beat
town
home
fanned
11
Murray.
He
action
baseball
Legion
American
GB
swamped
W.
L
Pct.
been
really would have
of the winning 100-yard freestyle Orioles in third place and
now, he may be the first choice St. Louis. He singled in two
50 26 .658 ... Wednesday by a visiting team relay team for 12-year-old gir- seemed on the verge of here Wednesday night with batters and walked five.
when Manager Sparky Ander- runs during a six-run second Oakland
Oliver struck out 14 for Murray
Sacharnoski and the Paducah
1
2 from the Cape Girardeau, Mo., stand under, Mary Ann Littleton dropping out of sight.
39 34 .534 9/
son fills in his pitching staff inning and doubled in another Kansas City
allowing 5 hits and walking
a
1-0
while
with
on
top
coming
out
team
121
/
2
39
.494
38
city pool.
also added 10 points to the But the Red Sox, who rallied
next week.
run in the sixth when the Minnesota
/
2 Beaten by the Missourians 337 Murrayans'total with wins in the for two runs in the eighth victory in the first game of a three.
46 .432 171
35
California
FM gained his 13th victory Giants broke a 64 tie.
Brent Gregston got the ball
/
2 points to 197 at the Oaks pool, 50-yard breaststroke and the 100- inning and a three-run homer in doubleheader.
31 42 .425 171
Chicago
of the season-tops in the NL- Wes Parker doubled in the Milwaukee
rolling
for Paducah in the eighth
called
was
contest
second
The
43 .419 18 Murrayans wound up with only yard individual medley.
31
inning
by
Rico
the ninth
against only three losses tie-breaking run when Leron
Thursday's Results
their 21 Susanne Pitman was the only Petrocelli, made it seven because of rain with the inning by drawing a walk, and
among
three
boys
listed
Thursday arternoon when the Lee misjudged his line drive as Cleveland 3 Baltimore 2
victories Thursday Paducahans holding a 1-0 lead then stealing second base, Mike
first-place individual and relay other individual winner, winning straight
Pittsburgh Pirates beat the the Dodgers rallied for a pair Chicago 6 Milwaukee 4
Sims belted a long triple, scoring
winners.
an 8-7 triumph over WALTER WOLFNER Dl
team
with
in the 25-yard freestyle swim for night
New York Mets 3-0 in a battle of runs in the fifth inning to Washington 3 New York 1
breaststroke girls six years old and younger. the Detroit Tigers to move ST. LOUIS (UPI)-Walter Gregston with the game's only
50-yard
the
In
of Eastern Division front- beat San Diego. The Padres led Boston 8 Detroit 7
event for boys 14 and younger, The remaining four local withing 2/
1
2 games of the Wolfner, former managing run.
runners. Ellis, who pitched the 1-0 when Maury Wills singled, Kansas City 9 California 4
Sims had entered the contest ill
Jay Pitman was the winner, winners made up the winning Orioles. Baltimore suffered a 3- director of the St. Louis
stole
second
and
scored
on
first five innings of the lenghty,
the sixth inning as a pinch hitter,
scheduled)
his team in the 100-yard medley 2 loss to Cleveland.
splashed
games
(Only
while
Hibbard
Nick
at
dead
Crdinals,
is
Football
rain-delayed game, struck out Richie Allen's single. Allen
The Red Sox were leading the the age of 73. Wolfner was the and delivered a double. Greg,ston
way to win in the 100-yard in- relay for girls 10 years old and
five and allowed only two hits. scored when Lee broke in on
Probable Pitchers
and younger: Robin Ray, Pam league by four games back on man who made the decision in also contributed a single and
Today's
10
for
boys
dividual
medley
Jim Nelson, Nelson Briles and Parker's liner and it sailed to Chicago (Wood 6-4) at Kansas younger. Steve McDougal was Johnson, Betsy Gore, and Leslie May 28 but then went into a
double to the Paducah attack.
196Q, to move the Cardinals
Dave Giusti finished up for the the wall.
Murray will host the Union
1-0), night.
a from Iancaso to St. Louis.
Qty
(Butler
to
win
an
lasted
almost
other
boy
that
the
only
slump
Hunter.
Johnny Bench stroked three
Pirates.
Tennessee, American
City,
(Etahnsen 7-7) at event, winning in the 25-yard
New
York
eight
of
They
won
only
month.
Coached by Jack Baker, the
hits and Jim McGlothlin pitched
Legion team at 7:30 tonight at Ty
freestyle,swim for boys six years other Oaks swimmers taking part 24 games until last Saturday CARDS SIGN 3
Gene Clines scored Pit- a four-hitter as the Reds Boston (Culp 9-5), night.
ST. LOUIS (UPI)-Lefthand- Holland stadium.
Minnesota (Blyleven 7-10) at old and under.
tsburgh's first run in the fifth stopped Philadelphia. Singles by
in the meet included: Gene when they started their sevened pitchers Gary Trumbauer of
on Manny Sanguillen's sacrifice George Foster, Bench, Tony Milwaukee (Parsons 6-9), night. Donna Keller of the Calloway Wilfred, Sandra Whaley, Doug game winning streak by sweepThousand Oaks, Calif., and
fly and Clines singled in Perez and Bernie Carbo pro- Baltimore (McNally 12-4) at Club, was the top point winner for Henry, Sharon Whaley, Sally ing a day-night doubleheader
Steve Broege of Hawthorne,
another run in the sixth. duced a pair of runs in the Detroit (Kilkenny 1-4), night.
Murray with wins in the 50-yard Grasty, Mike Pitman, Clay from Baltimore. Until they
outfielder Michael
Oakland (Odom 4-3) at freestyle, 50-yard backstroke, Furches, and Vince Furches.
started their current streak, the N.Y., and
Roberto Clemente's double and fourth and Carbo walked
Swenton of Tulsa, Okala.,
to
be
falling
Sox
seemed
Red
events
a single by Willie Stargell leading off the sixth and scored California (Clark 1-0), night.
butterfly
and the 50-yard
Mark, Cunningham, Lisa
Thursday signed professional
accounted for Pittsburgh's final on Dave Concepcion's double, Washington (Brown 1-1) at for girls 12 years of age and English, Carma Lisa Lovett, out of contention.
baseball contracts with the St.
(Lamb 5-3), night.
Cleveland
consider
member
of
The
Tigers
like
to
also
was
a
run in the ninth.
She
under.
Beth
Taylor,
Chip
Furches,
Concepcion scored on a double
Louis Cardinals. All three were
themselves
a
pennant
threat,
which
won
teams
game
was
interrupted
relay
The
the girls'
Kevin Ray, Kelly Seale, Joey
by Pete Rose.
in the free-agent draft.
selected
Games
Saturday's
they
remained
5
/
1
2
three times because of thunder- Ralph Garr tripled in two
the 100-yard medley relay and the Grasty, Don Henry, Jeana Jones, too, but
games behind Baltimore after
storms and Ellis was removed runs to highlight a four-run Minnesota at Milwaukee
100-yard freestyle relay.
and Leslie Homra.
MELENDEZ VS NAPOLES
after the second delay. The ninth inning rally that boosted Baltimore at Detroit
Swimming with her in the 100- Marsha Robertson, Debbie the loss to the Red Sox. MEXICO CITY (UPI)-Dave
Cleveland
had
a
Washington
at
Scherman
Reliever
Fred
victory left pittsburgh three Atlanta over the Expos and
yard medley relay were Emily Cunningham, LaDonne Roberts,
Now Offen
Melendez, a Puerto Rican
garnes ahead of second-place spoiled Montreal's Canada Day Oakland at California, night
Gore, Leslie Wilfred and Tammy Eli Alexander, Tylor Seale, 5-3 lead in the eighth but welterweight, has signed 'to
Chicago at Kansas City, night Boone. She and Emily then Donna Adams, Karen Hussung, Boston tied it on Bob MontNew York in the NL East.
celebration.
Welterweight
meet World
Elsewhere in the NL, San The scored was tied at 3-3 New York at Boston, night
teamed up with Mary Arm Ltt- Janie Flora, Pat Baggett and gomery's infield out with Champion Jose Napoles of
runners on second and third
Francisco edged St. Louis 8-7, when Sonny Jackson walked
tleton and Tina Butterworth to Carolyn Scott.
National League
Mexico in a 10-round non-title
Los Angeles shaded San Diego leading off the ninth and was
win the 100-yard freestyle relay. The Calloway
swimmers, and Phil Gagliano's single. bout on July 31 at Mexico City.
East
7-5
to
take
a
came
back
Detroit
and
Pitman
2-1, Cincinnati downed Philadel- sacrificed to sectind. He took
Lyle
under the coaching of Brad
W
L. Pct. GB Martha
It will be the first fight for
phia 5-1 and Atlanta beat third on an infield out and Pittsburgh
Rhonda Garland each won three Green, who also participated in lead in the last of the eighth on Napoles since he regained the
50 29 .633.
Montreal 7-3.
45 30 .600 3 individual events and was on a the Cape meet included: Todd run-scoring singles by Die title from Billy Backus in Los
scored on Felix Millan's single. New York
Phone 753-8119
In American League play, Han Aaron walked, Garr tripled Chicago
Bradshaw, Susan Stripling, KcAuliffe and Al /Udine.
39 36 .520 9 winging relay team.
Luis Angeles June 4.
But Scherman hit
Washington tripped New York in two more runs and Mike St. Louis
Mollie Valentine, Carolyn and
40 39 .50610
3-1, Cleveland edged Baltimore Lum doubled Garr home to Philadelphia
Martha Lyle was the winner in Cathy Dick, Susan Crass, Julie Aparicio and Reggie Smith
31 48 .403 18
3-2, Boston squeezed past complete the rally.
Montreal
29 46 .387 19 the 25-yard backstroke, 25-yard Billington, Al Warner, John singled to open the ninth. Carl
breaststroke and 100-yard in- Hart, Ann Gregory,
Sheryl Yastrzemski struck out but
West
W. L Pct. GE dividual medley for girls eight Willis, Mike Hibbard, Laurie Petrocelli followed with his 12th
San Francisco 51 29 .638 ... years and younger, in addition to Crass, Bret Warner and Buddy homer to decide the game.
406.
In the other games, WashingLos Angeles
44 35 .557 6/
1
2 being a member of the winning Simmons.
3-1,
York
The Cape loss was the second of ton edged New
37 39 .487 12 100-yard medley relay team.
Houston
Swimming with her on the the season for the Murray Chicago topped Milwaukee 6-4
39 45 .464 14
Atlanta
By United Press International oet 17; Jackson, Oak 16; Cincinnati
37 44 .457 141
/
2 winning relay team were Kay swimmers, who were dunked 362 and Kansas City routed CaliforLeading Batten
San Diego
28 52 .35023 Adams, Susan Stripling and to 208 by a team from Hopkin- nia 9-4.
Smith, Bos 15.
Mary Leigh Furches.
.National League
sville the previous week at In the National League,
Thursday's Results
Ram Ratted In
Rhonda's wins came in the 50-igimpldrisvtl1e•
Atlanta downed Montreal 7-3,
Tkistional League: Stargell; Plassioursla3 New York 0
- "
411 11011=ayard freestyle, the 50-yard Their next plunge will be in Pittsburgh blanked New York 3Torre. SUL
79 308 50 114 .370 Pitt 80; Aaron, AU 61; Santo, Atlanta 7 Montreal 3
butterfly and the 100-yard in- competition with a team of 0, San Francisco edged St.
Davis, LA
78 313 52 114 .364 Chi 59; Torre, St.L 57; May, San Francisco 8 St. Louis 7
Bckrt, Chi
dividual medley for girls 14 and Paducah swimmers July 7 at the Louis 8-7, Cincinnati topped
73 293 47 102 .348 Cm and Montanez, Phil 51.
Cincinnati 5 Philadelphia 1
Is the beautiful Seabreeze section of Daytona
Brock, SUL
76 311 57 107 .344 American League: Killebrew, Los Angeles 2 San Diego 1
under. She also was a member of Oaks pool, followed by meets at Philadelphia 5-1 and Los
Beach Florida's year-round resort
arr,Atl
80 332 58 110 .331 Minn 55; Powell, Balt 51; (Only games scheduled)
the winning 100-yard freestyle Russellville on July 14 and at Angeles nipped San Diego 2-1.
• King size heated/swimming pool, oceanside
Peptne, Chi 58 218 30 72 .330 Petrocelli, Bos and Melton, Chi
relay team along with Alison Madisoaville on July 21.
Jim Palmer and Baltimore
patio
• Oceanfront, on the "World's Most Famous
Qmnte, Pit 68 269 42 88 .327 50; F. Robinson, Galt and
seemed to be rolling to a 2-0
Today's Probable Pitchers
-Beach"
Milian, AU
77 306 39 98 .320 Oliva, Minn 49.
victory over Cleveland when
Pittsburgh (Moose 6-4) at
• Air-conditioned, heated. Telephones
(kith, Pit
64 262 48 83.317
the Indians loaded the bases in
Chicago (Jenkins 11-7).
• Beautiful rooms, apartments, efficiencies
May, CM
•
New color TV
68 252 38 80 .317
Pitching
Philadelphia (Reynolds 1-1
the eighth on two walks and
• New game room
American League
National League: Ellis, Pitt and Wise 8-5) at Montreal
Ray Fosse's single and Frank
• Reduced greens fees to guests at 3 golf
G. AB R. H. Pct. 13-3; Carlton, St.L 11-4; Jen- (Stoneman 8-7 and Morton 7-0),
Baker hit a ground-rule double
Courses
Oliva, Min
68 269 51 101 .375 kins, Chi 11-7; Seaver, NY 10-3; 2, twi-night.
to tie the game. Vada Pinson
• Jai alai, dog racing, auto racing, superb
By CHRIS OGDEN
0
sets
to
sew
up
her
berth
in
Murcer, NY 74 261 44 89 .341 Dierker, Hou 10-4; Marichal, SF Cincinnati (Nolan 6-7) at WIMBLEDON, England
fishing
then homered with two out in
the final.
Kalne, Det
65 212 41 70 .330 10-5.
Houston (Dierker 10-4), night. (UPI)-Young power and canny
the ninth off reliver Eddie Watt
on the ATLANTK OCEAN
DIRECTLY
Buford, Bal 60 230 59 74.322
Los Angeles (Alexander 0-0) experience meet on the rock
to give the indians the victory.
Miss
won
the
Goolagong,
who
American
League:
Blue,
Oak
tree brochure and ream
for
today
Write
Rojas, KC
71 265 37 84 .317
Ironically, Pinson never got
at San Diego (Kirby 6-5), night. hard center court today in the
•
Otis, KC
70 279 46 86.308 16-3; McNally, Balt 12-4; Perry, St. Louis (Gibson 4-7) at San first All-Australian Women's French Open championships the ball out of the infield in
this year in her first try, the
F.Rbsn, Bal 62 221 39 68 .308 Minn 124; Cuellar, Bait 11-1; Francisco (Stone 6-7), night.
Final in Wimbledon's 85 year first woman to do so since four trips against Palmer and
Rchrdt, Chi 61 231 25 70 .303 Siebert, Bos 11-4; Lolich, Det Atlanta (Reed 74) at New history.
struck out twice,
Althea Gibson in 1956, breezed
422 NORTH ATLANTIC AVENUE 32011 Dept_
Howard, Was 73 277 27 83 .300 and Hunter, Oak 11-6.
Dick Drago pitched a sixYork (Williams 3-2), night.
The experts and the bookma- through in similar fashion.
Stnley, Det
backed
65 205 21 61 .298
and
California
hitter
kers, more than slightly expert Only Karen Hunt extended
Home Runs
Saturday's Games
in their own right, are backing the third-seeded Miss Goola- him with an 11-hit attack to 904 255.3441
SAIJO LOSES TITLE
National League: Stargell,
Philadelphia
at
Montreal,
night
wily, unflappable
Margaret gong to an extra set, taking the beat Kansas City. Amos Otis,
NEW ORLEANS UPI)--Sho
Pitt 28; Aaron, AU 22; May,
who hit his 13th homer, had two
Atlanta at New York
Court, the 28-year old three first one 6-1. She charged back, hits
Japan was stripped of
Saijo
of
411=00411•19.0111.19..
and drove in three runs
Cin 21; Bench, Cin 18; Colbert,
time champion of the All- slashing her fellow Australian
by the Pittsburgh at Chicago
featherweight
title
his
Schaal
had
a
two-run
SD and Bonds, SF 17.
and
Paul
Cincinnati at Houston, night
England tennis championships off the court with a devastating
World Boxing Association
American League: Melton,
double to Pact the Angels
:
and the ranking woman player attack for a 6-2, 6-1 win.
defending his St. Louis at San Francisco
for
not
Thursday
Bill Melton drove in two runs
Chi and Oliva, Minn 18; Cash,
Los Angeles at San Diego, night in the world.
In the finals of the men's with a double and a single to
title.
But, the crowd which picks doubles Australians Rod Laver pace the White Sox past
its own favorites and applauds and Roy Emerson meet Ameri- Milwaukee. It was the first
them loud and long even in this cana Arthur Ashe, of Gum time in five games Melton
ivy-bedecked temple of tennis. Springs, Va., and Dennis hasn't homered but he'll always
has given its heart to 19-year Ralston, of Bakersfield Calif.
"settle" for a 2-for-4 game at
John Newcombe, of Australia, the
old Evonne Goolagong, the part
plate. Walt
Williams
and
champion,
defending
the
aboriginee from Sydney, who
collected three hits and Rich
Calif.,
Pasadena
mixes a love for pop music Stan Smith of
Morales hit his first homer to
MONTREAL (UPI)-George Weaver, Herb Hooper and Ben ..ontact with the ball because with a booming forehand.
meet Saturday in the men's
help the Sox.
Knudson calls it his "potato Kern, another player from the wind exaggerates anything "I've got nothing to lose," finals.
masher."
you hit offline."
Toronto.
giggled Miss Goolagong, after
It's a plastic putter with a
#
T
Arnold Palmer was in a 10she knocked number two seed
head that's shaped like half a player bracket at 70 and noted,
Billie Jean King, of Long
TROPHY
STEINKRAUS'S
pie. A mark on the head "Yelps "the fairways are a little long.
*
Beach, Calif. Out of the
him line up the ball, taking into When you drive the ball down AACHEN, Germany (UPI)- semifinals.
account an eye correction. And the middle, you shouldn't have William Steinkraus of Westport, "I never believed I'd get this
Conn., turned in a faultless twowith it, Knudson, in the opening to hit a flyer to the green."
far although people told me
round of the $150,000 Canadian Current US. Open champ Lee horse jumping performance at they'd be seeing me in the
Horse
International
Aachen
the
Open golf championship Thurs- Trevino found himself six
final."
•
day, negotiated the greens with strokes off the pace at 73. Also Slow Thursday to win the Miss Goolagong, hailed as
"trophy.
Roechling
only 29 putts and stood only one in with a 73 was South African Thoeodore
Steinkraus, an Olympic Gold another Margaret Court since
shot behind four US. tour Gary Player.
her brilliant days as a junior, is
regulars who shared the lead. The field will be pared to the Medalist at Mexico City M 1968, Mrs. Court's regular doubles
and
Fleet
Snowbound
rode
Chunky Phil Rodgers, Rod low 70s and ties after today's
Apple around the 800-meter partner and the two are
Funseth, Lou Graham and Rolf second round.
in an overall time of one already into Saturday's doubles
course
Deming all shaved five strokes Funseth, a 38-year-old who
final against Mrs. King and
47 seconds.
minute,
from par, equaling the course has played on the tour for nihe
Rosemary
Casals of San
record 67 set by the host pro years, was six-under at one
Fracisco.
6,895on
the
lITTLE
BOUT
Jack Bissegger
point Thursday and later
Of the eight times they've
yard Rouville course at Riche- remarked, "I get a little
met
in singles in the last 18
NEW YORK (UPI)-Five
lieu Va117
1
nervous at my age when that
months, Mrs. Court has won
time
champion
the
Emile
bothered
Griffith
A tickl wind
happens. But I still think we
seven times.
starting held of 149 that might see some 63s or 64s has signed for a 15-round title Neither had much difficulty
bout against middleweight titleincluded 12 former winners and before it's all ovt.r."
getting to the final. Mrs. Court,
28 Canadians like Knudson who Rodgers, winless since the holder Carlos Monoz in Buenos a four time finalist winning in
Aires
on
Sept.
11
or
l&
plays out pf Toronto. Thirty-live 1986 Buick Open, was having
1963, 1965 and, 1970 and losing
shooters *ttered par inthe trouble with his driver„ and
only to Maria Bueno in 1964,
opening round
blamed the breeze. "All the Faster reading?
dropped only one set in her five
ALL RIGGED OUT-Naval cadets stand aloft in the rig* Knudson was bracketed at 68 tees are in the trees and you
LANSING, Mich. (UPI) - match march to his year's ging as the Colombian naval training sailing ship-Gloria
Murray, Ky.
10th & Chestnut
with Rod Curl. Seven other
uldn't feel the wind to read it Frank Scannel, the states chief final. It was the first set of her
puts into San Francisco's Golden Gate. Described as a
librarian, reports that penalty semi-final match with Austrawere grouped at 69, Don Bies, properly," he said.
Phone 753-1474
modern throwback to the clipper ships of the 19th cenRalph Johnston, Hal Undes- Graham concentrated on a fines in the stste's libraries lia's Judy Dalton, and Mrs. tury. the vessel brought 80 cadets. 11 officers and 87
411•10.114.1111.0411=904=9.0IMP.
4MM.
4111M
111. 41M904////,
wood, Lionel Hebert, DeWitt slow backswing to make "solid dropped S750,000 in 1970.
seamen for a 4-day visit.
Court stormed back with 6-1, 6-

Murray Swim Team Falls
To Cape Girardeau, Mo.

American Legion Falls
To Paducah Wednesday

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

•
AIR
CONDITIONING
SERVICE

You're Invited to the

ofire'

Major League
Leaders

BEACH MOTEL

ci•

Two Aussie Women To Meet
In Wimbledon Singles Final

BEACH MOTEL

DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

Announcing :
1
i
1 APPRECIATION i
1
i
SALE
1
1

Knudson And 'Potato Masher
Are One Stroke Back In Open

TtIttlitt

!
I
i
! up

STORE WIDE
SAVINGS

to 40%'
Sale Starts
Tues., July 6

Enix
Interiors

•

II
1
1
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Miss Jane Belote Exchanges Marriage
Vows With Nick J. Spadafino In Lovely
Ceremony At First Presbyterian Church

FRIDAY—JULY 2. 1971

August Wedding Planned

Miss Carla Elkins, bride-elect
of Gary Darnall, was honored
with a lovely personal shower
held at the Hazel Baptist Church
on Tuesday, June 15.
The charming hostesses for the
occasion were Misses Susan
Pigg, Jackie Dunlap, Debbie
Miller, and Judy Winchester.
For the event the honoree chose
to wear an aqua printedpatchwork knit jersey dress. She
was presented with a corsage of
daisies from the hostesses.
Games were played and the
honoree opened her many gifts
that had been placed on a table
overlaid with a white linen cloth
centered with a wedding bell.
Refreshments of punch, cake,
nuts, and mints were served from
a beautifully appointed table
overlaid with a gold linen cloth
centered
and
with
an
arrangement of gold and orange
lilies. Crystal appointments were
used.
Approximately twenty-five
persors were present or sent
gifts.

fox AUT.
Mrs J. B. Heirloom . . .
Nom. 714-11117 or 113-4541

He's disgusted
with cruelty
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am only in the 5th grade but I have
some strong feelings about life and death. Today while
walking down the main street in our town I found a bird's
nest that had fallen out of a tree. There were some baby
birds in the nest that looked late they were just born and
couldn't fly yet
I asked some people who were walking by what I should
do with the birds, and one man said, "Shove them down the
sewer." Another man said, "Step on their heads." And
someone else said, "Either feed them to a cat or get a B. B.
gun and when the mother comes, use it on all of them."
Please tell me, Abby, what is the matter with people?
FIFTH GRADER
What would you have done?

Tea-Shower Given
For Carla Elkins
At The Holiday Inn
Miss Carla Elkins, bride elect
of Gary Darnell was honored with
a lovely tea-shower in the red
room of the Holiday Inn on
Friday, June 22 from seven to
nine o'clock in the evening.

The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Thomas
Lovett, Mrs. James Vance, Mrs.
Keisie Hooks, and Mrs. Wayne
Darnell.
The guests entering from the
pool side entrance were greeted
by Mrs. James Vance who,
presented them to the receiving
line, composed of the honoree,
DEAR FIFTH: Some people thiak it's smart to talk a
Mrs. Carla Elkins, mother of the
cruel game, but they wouldn't actually behave that way. I
bride elect, and Mrs. Velva
(Love Studio Photo)
Toss a few onion peelings
would have borrowed a ladder and with the help at an adult
Darnell, mother-in-law to be of
on
the hot coals a few minutes
pat the nest and the birds back in the tree. Or called the
Miss
Margaret
Jo
Emerson
the bride elect.
before grilling the hamburgers.
bum age society.
For the special occasion Miss
The aroma is better than a dinClifton Emerson of Murray announces the engagement and
Elkins chose to wear a purple
ner bell to summon all hands.
DEAR ABBY: Do you think a 22-year-old girl should be
approaching
marriage of his daughter, Margaret Jo, to Roger
crepe knit with white accessories
(Wilson Woolley Photo)
expected to keep a kosher kitchen for her husband?
and was presented a hostess gift Key Fain,son of Mr.and Mrs. Dan Fain of Lynn Grove.
FOR CORRECT
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
ROSALIE
Mrs. Nick J. Spadafino
corsage of white glamelias.
Emerson of Murray Route Two. The groom-elect is the grandson
Mrs.Carlos Elkins was attired
TIME and
DEAR ROSALIE: Only if be's Jewish.
The marriage vows of Miss Mrs. Alfred Lindsey were in in a navy knit dress with white of Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Fain of Murray Route One.
TEMPERATUR!
Jane Belote and Nick J. charge of the reception and Mrs. accessories. Mrs. Velva Darnell
Miss Emerson will be a senior at Calloway County High School
DAY OR NIGH
DEAR ABBY: A lonely widow of 57 wrote to you for Spadafino were said at four- Paul Lynn planned the flowers wore a pink knit with red trim this fall. Mr. Fain is employed at the General Tire and Rubber
advice on how to bring some excitement into her life and you thirty o'clock in the afternoon of and directed the wedding.
and white accessories. Their Company, Mayfield.
told her to get involved with volunteer work for some June 26 at the First Presbyterian For traveling, the bride chose a corsages were of pink and white
The wedding will be an event of Saturday, August 7, at three
church in Murray.
white silk pant suit, with white
charitable organization, political group, or service club.
glamelias also, gifts of the o'clock in the afternoon at the Kirksey Baptist Church. No inThe bride is the daughter of Mr. and brown accessories. She had a
Abby, what have you against these organizations that you
vitations are being sent, but all friends and relatives are invited to
hostesses.
would wish a woman like that on them? If a woman hasn't and Mrs. Jack M. Belote, white orchid pinned to her
The lovely tea table was attend.
become involved with her community by the time she's Murray. The groom is the son of shoulder. After a trip to Jamaica, overlaid with a white satin cloth,
of
reached her early forties, she is a "taker," not a "giver," Mrs. Vito Spadafino, East the couple will be at home at 28B draped with net, and centered
Murr.is. Keriturk.
meet at the church at 7:30 p.m.
and she'd become the kind of deadwood these organizations Brunswick, New Jersey, and the Cottonwood Lane, Old Bridge, with an arrangement of pink
New Jersey.
COMIR44114.ty
late Mr. Spadafino.
get bogged down with.
carnations and gladioli. The
C.:41,(490- tealt
Nuptial music was provided b3, Out of town guests, besides the
The Murray TOPS Club will
I like the song, "People who need people are the luckiest
the table were
corners of
Miss
meet at the Community Center at
Gena Lawerence at the members of the wedding party, adorned with
people in the world " They are also the busiest. Sign me.. . .
white satin
Friday, July 2
organ, and Miss Janet French, included
Spadafino, streamers, tied
John
seven p.m.
in love knots and
BUSY
The Baptist Women and
vocalist. The traditional wedding Belleville, N.J.,John Thornton, lilies of the valley.
3rotherhood of the Elm Grove
marches were used and vocal Long Valley, N.J., Dr. and Mrs
DEAR BUSY: Some "givers" have bees so busy giving
Wednesday, July 7
Punch was served
a
I. their families they haven't had the leisure to get involved selections were "Wedding Leonard Spadafino, Kingsport, crystal bowl, tiny glazedfrom
cakes, 3aptist Church will have a cotelsewhere antil they're widowed. Widows are people. There Prayer", "The Lord's Prayer", Tenn., Peter O'Rourke, New nuts,and mints were served from age prayer meeting at the home
The second day of the Interand "One Hand, One Heart".
Brunswick, N.J., Mr. and Mrs. silver appointments.
A Mr. and Mrs. Albert Crider at City Ladies Golf Tournament will
are all kisds.
Charles Moffett, minister of the George V. Page, Bowling Green, Mrs. Thomas Lovett and Mrs. tight p.m. The Brotherhood will be held at nine a.m. at the
DEAR ABBY: I have a terrible problem My son who is church, performed the single- Mr. and Mrs. Harry Glenn, and Wayne Darnell presided at the .3e in charge of the meeting.
Calloway County Country Club
23 and is taking his master's degree in psychology came ring ceremony before an altar Miss Nancy Shuff, Louisville, Mr. tea table.
outlined with ivy. The wedding and Mrs. George Cook Sr., Misses The gifts were displayed by The Murray-Calloway County
home last week and told me he intends to marry the girl he
has been going with for a year. She is a registered nurse, party ascended the aisle on a Nancy and Caroline. Cook, Mr.
Kelsie Hooks, on a table mor Citizens Club will have a
intelligent and refined, and seemed like a very nice person, white aisle cloth, and hunils aed Mrs. George Cook, Jr., Mr. overlaid with"a white linen cloth. potluck luncheon at the social
but in the coin-se of the conversation I learned that she 11 30 pews were designated with and Mrs.Tim Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Regina Lovett presided at hall of the First United Methodist
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI):
and
foliage
clusters
of Jesse Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Bill the register table, overlaid with a Church at noon. Dr. H. C. Chiles
years old.
The mother who tells her
Belote, Miss Carolyn Belote, Mrs. white lace cloth with
speaker.
guest
rhododendron.
be
the
will
an
How can I keep my son from marrying this old woman
infant "eat, my child, eat"
Barbara Pember and Melissa arrangement of pink and white
Bride's Dress
who is no doubt trying desperately to get married to a man
ought to stip such advice
The lovely bride, escorted to Leahy, Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs. carnations.
The Murray-Calloway County
when the infant reaches six
regardless of his age?
CONFIDENTIAL, PLEASE
Realtors
the altar by her father, was at- Harry Bramlett and Miss Karen
Board
will
meet
of
at
the
Approximately eighty-five
months of are and is
DEAR CONFIDENTIAL: there Is soIldng you ess—or tired in a formal gown of peau de Bramlett, Eldorado, Ill., Mr. and guests were present or sent gifts Holiday Inn at 11:45 am.
plump.
soie
Mrs.
Ted
embellished
Page,
Mr. and Mrs.
with emshould do. Any Interference os your part might permanently
So says the New York
broidered peau d'ange lace re- George Page, Cuba community,
The annual Boatwright reunion
damage the relationship between you and your mom Perhaps
Department of Health. The
•:soi:i:s•:::.sesossise.si:isiwsses
1
,
embroidered with bugle beads Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hopkins,
will be held at the Community
your suspicions are wrong. They could be perfect for each
caution, from Ethel MaslenNOTICE
and seed pearls. The gown was Knoxville, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
Center on Ellis Drive at noon.
sky, supervising nutritionether.
readers
are
ist, is based on the fact that
fashioned with a sweetheart Larry Flowers and Kristin, St. i Our
the pattern of plumpness
What's your problem' You'll feel better if you get it off
neckline, lace waist and short Louis, Mo., Larry Green, F,. . reminded that the Ledger
Saturday, July 3
hen that special time comes and
could be estaablished at
& Times will not publish
your chest. Write to ABBY, Bee MIN, Las Angeles. Cal.
sleeves. A cathedral train which Waverly, Ill.. Mr. and Mrs.
The Murray High School Class
se finally pops the question ... be
that early age—and last for
wise For a persoaal reply nodose stamped. addressed
also carried out the re- Richard Fagan, Jacksonville, :§: weddings or bridal showers
of 1951 will have its 20th year
sure to call
the rest of the offspring's
:ii: that occurred thirty days
embroidered motif, was attached Fla., and Art Spohr, Mass.
envelope.
reunion banquet at the Holiday
life.
.K..i previous to the date of
to the empire waistline. Her veil
Prenuptial Events
Inn at 6:30 p.m. Other social
publication.
of illusion was designed in tiers Following the rehearsal Friday
For Abby's booklet. -Row to Have a Lovely Weddiag."
functions include gatherings at
Melted butter, finely grated
and caught to a headdress of evening, a dinner was held at the
mod st to Abby. Boa atm 14111 Aageles. Cal. ISSN.
the homes of Mrs. Gene Landolt anion (pulp and juice), lemon
lillies of the valley.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
and Robert Ray Buckingham.
juice and salt and pepper makes
Linda Adams
Phone
an excellent basting sauce for %m.......mmmms753-28
Messrs and Mesdames Milton She carried a bridal bouquet Belote, 1400 Main Street, for the
wedding
styled
into
party
a
nosegay
and
other guests.
of baby
A Gospel Singing will be held at broiled fish.
Jones, John L. Williams, Joe
the Gospel Singing Drive In, six
Dene Watkins, Guy Spann, Jack carnations, ivy and a white or- Mrs. Jim Ed Diuguid and Mrs.
Ed West entertained with a
Mrs. Meutine Parker of miles east of Hardin on Highway
Persall, Woodrow Dunn, William chid.
Miss Marion Belote, sister of breakfast at ten o'clock or Murray Route One has been 80. Na admission charge.
E. Moffett, Marvin Pierce and
the bride, served as maid of Saturday morning for the dismissed
from. Lourdes
granddaughter, Margo, Norman
On Hwy. 121
Phone
honor. She wore a formal-length bridesmaids, Mrs. Spadafino Hoipital, Paducah. She was
MurrayMembers of the
Sunday, July 4
Klapp, James C. Williams, Don
gown
of
Mrs.
floral
(Mayfield
The
pastel
Belote,
silk.
and
the
bride-elect
Hwy.)
Injured recently in a fall at her
Calloway County Shrine Club Robinson, R. C. Jones. Wallace
753-5787
empire waistline was emborne.
Mr.and Mrs. Coy Robinson will
held its regular meeting at the Ford, Jackie Jones, Frank
phasized
by
a
lavender
velvet
on
Restaurant
Southside
celebrate their golden wedding
Gibson, Tommy Carroll and
Saturday, June 28, at six-thirty daughter, Tonya, and Henry ribbon which fell in streamers in
anniversary with an open house
the
back.
Her
headpiece
was
a
at their home, 224 E. Gibbs,
o'clock in the evening.
Freed
Messrs
McKenzie;
broadbrim lavender horsehair
Union City, Term., from two to
business Cotham and Wilbur Bowman,the hat. She carried a nosegay of pink
the
Following
five p.m.
Wallace
the
guest
of
latter
a
meeting, a delicious dinner was
and lavender sweetheart roses.
enjoyed by the members and Fords.
The bride's attendants were Miss Deborah Mabry, August Eighteen ladies participated in The Senior Art Show of Donald
their wives. The invocation was The next regular meeting will Miss Emily Belote, sister of the 8th bride-elect of Louie Green- Ladies Day golf at the Oaks
Roberson of Murray will open in
given by Rev. Henry McKenzie. be a dinner at the Southside bride, Mrs. Gary Ftoedemeier, field, was the honoree at a Country Club on Wednesday.
the Kappi Pi room of the Fine
. Attending the meeting were Restaurant on Saturday, July 17. Paducah, and Mrs. David delightfully Planned bridal Prizes were awarded to the
Arts Building, MSU, and
Company
McKee. Their floor-length gowns shower held on Friday, June 25, following
Bobbie ontinue through July 9.
ladies:
were fashioned identically to that at seven-thirty o'clock in the Buchana, medalist; Doris Rose, Hours are Sunday two to
five
of the maid of honor.
evening.
". 7'
second low; Della Boggess, low p.m. and Monday through
Serving as best man for Mr. The charming hostesses for the putts; Laura Parker, most balls Friday ten a.m.
to six p.m.
Spadafino was Ron Garbie, occasion were Mrs. Kathryn in pond; Geri Anderson, blind
8:00-5:00
Monday, July 5
JorrumEtdgood East Brunswick, Wyatt, Mrs. Davanna Woods, hole; Murrelle Walker, most
South Fulton, Tennessee
The Lottie Moon Group of the
New Jersey. Ushers and Mrs. Elnora Miller, and Mrs. fines.
Mon. thru
Baptist Women of the First
groomsmen were John Belote, Beverly Ray.
Baptist
Church
will
meet
at
the
Sat.
brother of the bride, Mike For the prenuptial event the
Spadafino, the groom's brother, honoree chose to wear a tri- colored party cakes, mints, and home of Mrs. Clinton Rowlett, 112
North 14th Street, at 7:30 p.m.
and Jack Powell Jewsey City, colored pant suit with brown nuts were served.
New Jersey.
accessories. She was presented a
The gift table was covered with Members note change of
Mrs. Belote. mother of the hostesses' gift corsage of yellow a mint green cloth trimmed with locations of meeting.
bride, chose for the wedding a daisies with love knots tied tc wide lace and the centerpiece
Tuesday, July II
beige silk dress with a short dark miniature wedding rings
was a beautiful yellow floral
brown beaded jacket. She chose Her mother, Mrs. Robert arrangement furnished by Mrs. The Kathleen Jones Group of
the Baptist Women of the First
matching accessories and a Mabry, her mother-in-law to be. Ruel Hurt of Paducah.
corsage of cyrnbidium orchids. Mrs. Jim Hurt, and her grand. Miss Vicki Wyatt and Miss Baptist Church will meet at the
The mother of the groom, Mrs. mother, Mrs. Lillian Graves, Rego= Ray, nieces of the home of Mrs. Stanford Andrus at
for the price of 1
Spadafino, was attired in a dress were presented yellow daisiy groom-elect, presided at the 6:15 p.m.
COME TO
of aqua silk with a beaded corsages.
register. In the center of the table
neckline. She also wore an orchid
Yellbir and mint, the bride. was a yellow daisy in a crystal The Inter-City Ladies Golf
Tournament will open at nine
elect's chosen colors, were used bowl..
corsage.
Reception
in the decorations throughout the Mrs. Maria Padgett, Miss a.m. at the Oaks Country Club.
Immediately following the Mom.
matron of honor, The lineup was published on
Mabry's
and Try Our
wedding, a reception was held in
The beautifully appointed assisted in opening the many Thursday.
refreshment table was covered lovely gifts.
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
the social hall of the church.
Miss Susan Tesseneer kept the with a yellow cloth under net Prizes were won by Mrs. Murray Asseinbly No. 19 Order
—Country Hams and Steaks
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
Miss Mary accented with yellow daisies, Genie Adams and Mrs. Hugh
register and
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
Matarazzo and Mrs. Tim Miller, flanked by green tapers in crystal Waldrop who later presented at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
fia in to 10p.m.,7days a week
cousin of the bride, served at the holders The appointments were them to the honoree.
— J.C. GALLIMORE —
The Goshen United Methodist
bride's table.
in crystal and silver
Approximately one hundred
Church
Women's Society of
Mrs Joe Baker Littleton and
Refreshments of green pum
persons attended or sent gifts.
Christian Service is scheduled to

1AL

753.6363

14:opus HANK

Eating habits
start early

ogiCOME

!Azwy
THE WORLD IS
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
WHEN YOU'RE IN
LOVE
160111-e1Afiqok.

Shrine Club Has
Dinner Meeting
At The Southside

kawicaek`,

Bridal Shower Is
Given In Honor Of Bobbie Buchanan Is
Miss Deborah Mabry The Oaks Medalist

RAY'S LOUNGE

Friday 'THE MUDD' July 2nd
All Roads Lead To Ray's Lounge
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Personal Shower
Held In Honor Of
Miss Carla Elkins

1
Murray
Nursery

Pre-Fall
Inventory
Sale

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

ROSES 2

HAZEL CAFE

MANY ITEMS REDUCED
to
504 — '1.00
2.00
Many Other Items at

Comparative Prices!

The Indian Lege
and David Waters I
Scouting's highest
Between the Lakes
Peoria, Illinois. A
members.

UK Nan
As Gran
Recipie

A Ford Motor Co
grant check for p,1
,presented to the - I.
Kentucky by Mr. Ho
1971 Ford Farm
Award Winner in!
Weil, a Fayette Col
presented the check
Hiatt, Chairman of
merit of Agronomy.
has been designate(
for research on man.
improvement of
forsage grasses.
In all, a total of $2
Fund grants has St
this
year
to
organizations con:
agriculture based
dividual recomme
Well and 13 other wi
year's annual Fort
ficiency Awards.
Each award winne
by the Ford Fund to
a grant of $2,0
educational Institut
choice. The farmers
the Ford Fund in
purposes for which
will be used.
A total of 153 Ford]
totaling $306,000
presented on beha
Farm Efficiency Me
since 1961, when t
vitations to recor
grants were issued.
Participation by
winning farmers if
grants-awarded in
agricultural rest
education — is a viti
A the program.
Ford Motor Comp
an educational, sci
charitable organizat
rimarily by contrit
Ford Motor Cotnpar
related to the Ford

Farmingtc
Postmaste
Is Named
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
iouncement VIIIS 1
by Clarence B. Go
director of Cinchuis
gloss ,that Phillip
been appointed pc
the Farmington Poe
Usrey was emplo
Mayfield Post Gina
ber of years as
clerk.
Usrey has been
service as clerk
Farmington since 1

ATHLETES' CRUS4
LONDON (UPI)Ramsey has prc
support of Rugi
players to beat poi
Britain.
Sir William, pres
Rugby Football o
said "even our yo
bers get quite eml
all this smut going
Aside from ha
Rugby players
known for dre.
ballads, many of
fi
banned
been
performance for yo

971
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Louise Epperson), Midway
Trailer Park, Murray.
DISMISSALS
June 30, 1971
Mrs. Mary Louise Balentine,
ADULTS 105
Rt. 3, Murray, Master John Federal State Market News
NURSERY 4
David Teague, 107 S. 9th, Service
Murray, Pat Bernard Wallis, Box Tuesday June n Murray, KenNO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS 387, Murray, Mrs. Mary A.
:tacky
Minnie, 713 College Cts., Murray, Murray Livestock Market:
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Gertrude Bennett, Rt. 2, Livestock weighed on arrival.
Mrs. Rhonda Lee Williams and Hazel, Mrs. Maggie Mae Kirks,
:attle this week 99
Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Rt, 2, Hazel, Alpha Roosevelt
Beverly Gayle Overcast and Ford, Lynn Grove.
:elves this week 15
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Hal Mathis, Box 7-A, Dexter,
OMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
Master Kenneth Lynn Calhoun,
gaughter cows .50 lower, all
Cadiz, Mrs. Hazel Marie Scalf.
)ther represented classes steady.
902 Story Ave., Murray, Mrs.
Will
Wright
of
Route
2, SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
Mavis Catherine Fair, 70811
Mayfield, has just returned from 19.75-21.25.
Payne, Murray, Mrs. Bessie
VEALERS: Afew Choice 180Marie Parker, Rt. 2, Murray, Kansas City, Missouri, where he
240 lbs. 40.00-42.00.
successfully
completed
the
Master Tom Elliott Shupe, 307 N.
FEEDER STEERS: Few
6th, Murray, Royal Dillard, 404 course in Auctioneering and
Choice 300-500 lbs. 33.00;35.60,
N. Cherry, Murray, Mrs. Louise Auction Sales Management at the
mixed Good and Choice 30.00Coursey Dunn, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Missouri Auction School.
33.00.
Irma Green LaFlollette, 808 N. He received his diploma and
20th, Murray, Mrs. Ethel Ward the honorary tile of Colonel
HEIFERS: Mixed
(expired), 707 Poplar, Murray, along with men and women FEEDER
300-500 lbs.
John James Hanes ( From Cons?. auctioneers from throughout the Good and Choice
28.75-30.00,500-700 lbs. 25.75-28.75.
United States and Canada.
Div.).
Col. Wright was born in FarJune 28, 1971
mington, and moved to Mayfield
INTERIOR USES
ADULTS 106
twenty years ago. He is married
sawn Southern
NURSERY 6
and the father of three children. While rough
siding is designed primarily
He is a graduate of Farmington Pine
exterior walls, it has interior
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
High School and also attended for
uses—notably
as paneling for
Baby Boy Rollins (Mrs. Murray State University. He is
Carolyn Rollins), Rt. 4, Murray, employed by Walthrop & family rooms where a warm,
rustic effect is desirable.
Baby Boy Epperson (Mrs. Nancy Walthrop Real Estate.

Federal State
Market Report

Hospital Report
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The Indian Legend is performed by Robert Waters, Jr., and his two assistants, Richard Gee (1)
and David Waters r 1. The three scouts from Troop 73 in Hazel, Kentucky, have been awarded one of
Scouting's highest honors, the Order of the Arrow. During a recent visit to Camp Energy in Land
Between the Lakes, Troop 73, led by (retired) Major Bob Waters had a Tap-Out for Troop 155 from
Peoria, Illinois. A Tap-Out is the first step in awarding the Order of the Arrow to elected Troop
members.

s.

UK Named
As Grant
Recipient

',4.etem wiwtditoz,'
Dear Editor:

Wall Street
Chatter

The League of Women Voters
NEW YORK (UPI)—Some
of Kentucky has long supported
measures that would improve the investors decided to sell when
quality of water in our state. the market fell through the 900
A Ford Motor Company Fund Therefore, we deplore the action level on the Dow Jones
grant check for $2,000 has been taken by the Kentucky Water industrial average and their
presented to the University of Pollution Control Commission at pessimism increased with the
Kentucky by Mr. Herschel Well, their June 21st meeting. In a announcement
mutual fund
1971 Ford Farm Efficiency letter to Mr. James S. Shrop- redemptions rose over purchaAward Winner in Management. shire, Chairman, we have ex- ses in May, Walston & Co., Inc.
Weil, a Fayette County farmer, pressed our concern over stan- believes. The company argues,
presented the check to Dr. A. J. dards being adopted that are however, that "one month'
Hiatt, Chairman of the Depart- considered by their own legal 'wiggle' in the figures does not
ment of Agronomy. The money staff to be unenforceable. The necessarily create a trend."
has been designated to be used problem is that there are varying Walston remains optimistic and
for research on management and standards for waterways that feels "sometime this summer
improvement of
quality of have to be classified according to ... there will be excellent
forsage grasses.
their use. This obviously could buying opportunities."
In all, a total of $28,000 in Ford result in confusion.
Fund grants has bent awarded
More uniform standards were "There is little os suggest a
this
Year
to
non-profit contained in the form designated
organizations connected with as WP 4-2. The League regrets sharp acceleration in the rate
agriculture based on the in- that the Commission did not act of inflation over the neardividual recommendations of on the suggestion of Mr. John term," Argus Research Corp.
Well and 13 other winners of this Sawyer, one of the Com- says. The company predicts a
significent fall-off in bond
year's annual Ford Farm Ef- missioners,
to
consider offerings during the summer
ficiency Awards.
modification of these standards and that the Federal Reserve
Each award winner was invited to conform with the requirements
will work to slow money-stock
by the Ford Fund to recommend of the Environmental Protectior.
a grant of $2,000 to the Agency. The important step of growth—but not enough to
educational institution of his adopting water quality standards jepordize the economic recovechoice. The farmers also assisted for the state certainly merited ry. "Thus the odds for a bond
rally look reasonably good,
the Ford Fund in designating full and complete discussion of al.
Argus says.
purposes for which the grants the possibilities.
will be used.
The League fears that the hasty
A total of 153 Ford Fund grants, action of the Commission will not
totsling $306,000 has been hasten the process of cleaning
The bull market has entered
presented on behalf of Ford our water.
a second phase, E.F. Hutton &
Farm Efficiency Award winners
(Signed)
Co. believes. The compaoy says
since 1961, when the first init will not be as steep or as
vitations to recommend the Mrs. James M. Rosenblum broad
as the first stage and will
grants were issued.
President
be characterized by diverse
Participation by the award- 3929 LeLand Road
group action. "The picture is
winning farmers in the Fund Ikuisville, Kentucky 40207
one of a still continuing bull
grants—awarded in support of
market, but also one where
agricultural research and Mrs. William Whitson, Vice greater
selectivity will be
education — is a vital ingredient President
required as far
as new
)f the program.
55 Dudley Road
purchases are concerned," HutFord Motor Company Fund is Fort Mitchell, Kentucky 41017 ton
believes.
an educational, scientific, and
charitable organization financed
)rimarily by contributions from
Ford Motor Company. It is not
-elated to the Ford Foundation.

•

Farmington
Postmaster
Is Named

ATHLETES' CRUSADE
LONDON (UPI)—Sir William
Ramsey has promised the
support of Rugby football
players to beat pornography in
Britain.
Sir William, president of the
Rugby Football Association,
said "even our younger members get quite embarrassed at
all this smut going around."
Aside from hard tackles,
Rugby players are widely
room
known
for dressing
ballads. many of which have
publiebanned from
been
performance for years.

ilLERMANS SPECIAL HOLIDAY HOURS 9 am to 4 pm
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The FAMOUS STRONG

PAPER TOWELS

3 for
88'

Nylon Reinforced for
Many Reuses. Full Rolls

LAWN
CHAIRS $300

..
Prices Good Monday, July 50! Only!

„ZIP

_

•

11:1:

ELECTRIC CAN OPENER

I Lever Control, Opens All Size Cans Including
Oval and Dented

i4;;/W

Unconditional
Guarantee

Men's
SPECIAL PURCHASE

SUMMER SPORT CAPS

LADIES DRESSES
SUITS & ENSEMBLES--z.!,
-•

each
'7.00

20" Portable

HOME COOLER FANS
$12 '/

Famous Keller and Lasko
'Child Safe
- Balanced Blades
Fully Guaranteed

Reg. '6.95
ALL METAL
WOOD GRAIN FINISH

Fancy 36"

10 big 14"x24"
All Purpose
Ideal for
all cleaning
REUSABLE
CLOTHS

•1.

-7.

LADIES NYLON PANTYHOSE.

4OS •

•

One Size Stretch
Various Shades

a•4ie

3 fOr 88c

44c

SPORT and KNIT
SHIRTS

Short Sleeve
Permanent Press
for easy care
Polvester Cotton

Reg. 3"

Holiday Priced

2 for $7
3 114
°%!%SPORT and Keg.
:
'.4...;`, 1•.6* KNIT SHIRTS
ri
sr
••
••
•

•

•

54" to 60"
Full Bolts

$144

L FOR -0

Summer Colors
45" Dacron Polyester
Cotton Blends

66;d

DOUBLEKN
ITS
Values to 14.99
•

Short Sleeve
Polyester Cotton Blends
Perma Press

DOTTED SWISS

100% Polyester

•
•

Boy's

Beautiful

\' SUPER
HOLIDAY SPECIAL

HANDY

Pkg.of 10 for

Men's

.sil t.,Blend s

SEAMLESS MESH NYLONS 7
Sizes 81/2.11
for

$154

By Kendall

Holiday Priced

"

•

WIPE UPS

Young Men's Famous Name

LADIES SHORTS

COTTON PRINTS 21c
Attractive — Colorful
Solids and Prints that
Sta-Brite after
washing

Men's and

4th JULY SPECIAL
$133 )4
Solid Colors Sizes 10 18

Dacron & Cotton Blends
Solid and Plaids
Sizes S-M-L-XL
REG. '1.99

11 -•

•". 41
..• 6and$8

I

$288

ROOM DIVIDERBOOKCASE

Holiday Special

tfLAREDSLACKS

„• . •

•
•

77c
Reg. 99`

Values to '15
BARGAIN PRICED
FOR THIS SALE
Only $4 •
gas ;;L\

MEN'S
STRAW

DRESS
HATS
Assorted Styles & Colors

Perfect for fishing, golfing
or any outdoor activity

ALL PERMANENT PRESS

SPORT SHIRTS

•

-

•

MEN'S

00,

a

. Pe

EXPLOSIVE$5
-•::

$566

BILL NIX, (left) a Calloway County High School teacher, and
David Sykes, a teacher in Crown Point, Ind., examine materials
at the annual textbook exhibit sponsored by the Kentucky Bookmen Association at Murray State University June 29-30. About 70
textbook companies participate each year to display books and
related materials for public school adoption.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley

A

ti4;

•
\

.0;
_.
;

Sturdy Lightweight
Aluminum with,
Matching
Multi. Colored
Webbing
Lounge

4

"t4

For Your Shopping Convenience

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

4 Shelves - 30" Long
Reg. '6.99

MAYFIELD, Ky., July 1—Anlouncement was made today
by Clarence B. Gels, regional
director of Cincinnati Postal Region ,that Phillip Usrey, has
been appointed postmaster at
the Farmington Post Office.
Usrey was employed at the
Mayfield Post Office for a number of years as a substitute
clerk.
Usrey has been on detached
service as clerk in charge at
Farmington since 1967.

BARBARA.BROWN GOODWIN,Murray,examines material at
the annual textbook display sponsored by the Kentucky Bookmen
Association at Murray State University June 29-30. About 78 book
companies participate each year to d display textbooks and
related materials for adoption in public schools. Mrs. Goodwill is
a graduate student at MSU this summer. She taught at Farmington Elementary last year.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley )

yd

Special Group at only sr

Remember Special Holiday Roars
'.9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m

• .LERMANS
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This Musks TV

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
WSM-4

Bap

Interview With Chief Justice Warren Burger On ABC Monday

WSIX-11

WLAC-5
SUNDAY

By JACK GAYER
the monthly "First Tuesday"
WEDNESDAY
Serling's Night Gallery" at 10 1965's "A Patch Of Blue," star- blind white girl who is befriendNEW YORK (UPI)—An inter- examination
of various topics, "'Me Des O'Connor Show" on
two Serling dramas, "Make ring Shelley Winters and Sidney ed by a black newspaperman
view with Chief Justice Warren including
housing abandonment NBC at 9 features Dom Dehllse, Me Laugh" and "Clean Kills Poitier in a drama about a (R).
Burger will be presented on the in
cities, the college lecture cir- Connie Stevens and British actor and Other Trophies" ( R).
ABC television network Monday.
cuit and King Hussein of Jor. John Le Mesurier.
Worid-Tosnorrow
"Hawaii Five-0" on CBS at
The network has a one-hour
dan.
I NBC's "Four-In-One: Rod 10 has an episode that involves
Rihle, Claw
variety special with singer Tom
using a tourist as a witness to
3 Stooges
w3M•TV
Jones on Thursday and covers
W LAC-TV
WSIX-1V
Chorine' 4
Channel 5
break up a narcotics ring (R).
Johnny Quest
Chasm' 8
the British Open golf tourney
Cattanooga Cats
ABC's "NFL Action" at 10:30
Saturday.
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Bullwinkle
provides a collection of blunNBC replaces the Dean MarOS News. PAM . Snarls News; WIhr
Warts I Dream ef JeannN
6 30 is.gh craparrill interne
Discovery
Brad" Bunch
ders in various games of a Natin reruns on Thursdays with a
Nanny Aar essor
inners
00 Loan Chaparral
7 30 Nan* of Gerrie Moyle:
FIIPPer
tional Football League season.
Partridge
amity
reprise of the Martin replacePet Set
00 Mama at Get1W
"A Time To Lori...nig TOM Girl
THURSDAY
ment series starring Vic Da8
Odd Cowl*
30 Name of Game
A Time To cher
News Conf. c
"Tom Jones ... At Fantasy
Love. American Style,
3' Strange Report
mone that first was used in
Moyle
9 CIO
Ler*, American Style
Strange Report
Movie
Soul of the City
Fair" is a one-hour variety spe1967.
n tn.
It TTTTT • Thief
00 News, Wthr , Sports .sews
Sub
Movie
10 JO tonight
-.err, Masan
It TTTTT • Thief
cial on ABC at 7:30, with ConHighlights (all times EDT
Perry Masan
News; WM., Sports
• W Tonight
Stevens,
nie
Muppets,
The
Dave
11 :31 Tonight
less noted; "R" for repeat:
Movie:
Movie.
id Frost
"The Tattered
"Requiem for a
Edmunds and the band of the
SUNDAY
12 0030 Dew
David Frost
Dress"
14aaityrreight"
Baseball
Welsh Guards working with the
NBC's Disney hour at 7:3
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
singing star.
'resents "Square Peg In
6 2pralfrgurgetUSA trznsarer Semester
"NBC Action Playhoule" at
Round Hole," animation an
Tam Foolery
7:30 has 'The Admiral," with
live action about forces that m
Jake Hess
Three Smarm
7 Heckle
& Jock,' Eddie SDP Snow
Three MOM
Award Movie
Robert Young and Robert Reed
tivate mankind (RI.
a :li
e 1V402
.08Viledireater LeVziwandresne.
Leg= !
iis
tE
r. Secret
playing father and son at odds
The CBS movie at 8 scree
Doallttle
Jade and Pussycats
Jorsy
unvis
sit awe
"A Step Out Of Line," with
ar
:X Pink Penfter
in the U.S. Navy during the
Harlem Globetrotters
Here Caine crackers
Fon
Hon..
Hoi
Wheels
Peter Falk, Vic Morrow and Pefighting.
CBS
The
movie
Korean
ortrgrurneZgVe Fun Hou,s
10 31 ilerret CP
Savhawks
Movie
ter Lawford as three friends
1 ,Ii.reenwitfludid,ipo;) Community Center
at 9 screens "Night Chase," with
5
I
HT:l
.
;tr
psi
who plan a spectacular robDavid Janssen and Yaphet Kotto
SATURDAY
AFTERNOON
PROGRAMS
bery (R).
drama
about
flight
man's
a
in a
FBI
Firs* Saturday
Minor nen tandstend
The ABC movie at 9 is 1966's
12 .31)trrnillelga
l"sn 4; . Most Council
from the scene of a shooting (RI.
American Bandstand
,„.
N Baseball
"Batman," with Adam West
Miami World
Larry Kane
30 Baseball
to de Announced
Larry Kane
Movie
The CBS movie at 9 screens
and Bert Ward.
le Baseball
W
Trace
d*
:Ill Daubed
-.Fri: Valley Days
"Night Chase," With David
MONDAY
2
:tia Star Trek
•car and Tradi
Wrestling
Janssen
and Yaphet Kotto in a
"Conversation With The Chief
:311 Star Trek
a
PROMO
Sports Challenge
drama about a man's flight
Justice" is a half-hour ABC
It Takes A Thief
11
4
'
'4 7.
11'3e:oil Makes Three
,
;
7/6
ko
WIN:
Sirs.
from the scene of a shooting
news special at 8, with William
✓ IS Wilburn Bros.
Movie
WTsle World el Swirls
J
.38 Porter samsoner
Roger Mudd News
News
(R).
Flitting
4
H. Lawrence interviewing JusSATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
The Dean Martin summer
tice Burger.
Movie
6 2Andy
News; zz.,
tiews:
t
Sa
6
04se .
1.
:1 nlarnsed
show starring Vic Damone bows
.Wve
4Jrwlt
"NBC Comedy Theater" at 8
se rtsams
on NBC at 10. George Jessel,
7
Angy4Willlame
"Dear
offers
Deductible,"
Mission. intaiteenee —Lawrence Welk —
with
MONDAY
My ?twee tons
Val DOWIKen
Don Cmerry, Clair and McMahon
Peter Falk and Janet Leigh in
:II 'GiSeerme Bottom
Arnie
Vet Doonican
Mary T vier Moore
and
The
Curtain
Calls
Immortal
are
a
matchmaking
5:45
story
an
with
Country Journal
Imenertel
guests (R).
9
Pt'Ings.
income tax angle.
6:00 Morning Show
tananZ:
News
Menlo •
10 3,News; Wad.; SPIN111474;
FRIDAY
Wits.; Sports
ABC's "It was a Very Good This old painting depicts Gen. George Washington taking his oath
"Mow I SIMM Mir
6:30
Morning Watch
Real McCoy;
SUMMar Vocation"
of
as
office
first
balcony
Street
president
Scene is a Wall
American
NBC's "The Name of The
Year" at 8:30 reviews 1963, with
111
7:00 Today Show
"PearlreLif
tre
e.
PerrywMason
Boss
News; WM..; Sports
Washingin
souTh
of
New
right
notional
1S
capitol.
Just
York
City, thee the
Mov
Game" at 8:30 has "La 2017,"
host-narrator Mel Torme and
8:00
Captain Kangaroo
ton is John Adams who succeeded Washington as president
"Night Ruiner"Mehl Wainer"
5
in which publisher Howard finds
:35 Avengers
Movie
novelist Mickey Spillane.
8:30
Node
Mike Douglas
Romper Room
himself in a cold, inhuman
By
KLEIN
JERRY
"NBC
9:00 Dish's Place
World
Premiere
MovHazel
Written Especially for Cesar& Press aild This Newspaper
world of the future (R).
ie" at 9 screens "Banyom,'
9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies
WITH INDEPENDENCE DAY here again, it's a good time to The CBS movie at 9 screens
with Robert Forster as a pri10:00 Sale of
Family Affair
Gourmet
vate eye seeking to solve a test your knowledge of important developments during the early `Travis Logan, D. A., starring
10:30 Hollywood SquaresLove of Life
That Girl
days of the United States.
Vic Morrow and Hal Holbrook
murder
committed in his office
11:00 Jeopardy
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
How many of the following multiple-choice questions are you
In a drama about a man's metwith
his
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow World Apart
gun (R).
able to answer correctly? If you get all 10 right., you're a real
iculous plan to escape a murfor
The ABC movie at 9 screens "firecracker" when it comes to American history!
12:00 Noon Show
News
All My Children
1966's "El Greco," starring Mel
12:05
So you won't peek—the answers are pr,nted upside down. der charge (R).
Singing Cony.
Small
Large Firms
and
ABC's "Love, American
12:30
As The World TurnsLet's Make A Deal Ferrer in the title role of a
Jiatn in magma; umtanta aJom
QUESTIONS:
THE
Style"
10
offers
at
"Lave
And
drama based on the life of thel
1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing Newlywed Game
FINANCIAL - OPERATIONS 1—While this man signed the 'uonsJoaap JO) 'ciqm uaurennitu The Positive Man," "Love And
18th centurl Spanish artist.
1:30 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating Game
Declaration of Independence, jo dno.12 a pap -uuoo 'mum-Iota The
Other Love" and "Love
sstuoyi,
—c
2:00 Another World
PERSONNEL • SALES
TUESDAY
Secret Storm
his son was against the Amer- jo yang
Gen. Hosp.
2:30 Bright Promise
Steve Allen, Dory Previn, ican cause and was jailed, then
valuta CT Ivul21.10 ax And The Bachelor" (R).
Edge of Night
One Life
SATURDAY
3:00 Another World
Louis Nye, Tom Poston and The sent back to England: ia) John JclsaJ aqulof puvxi Voirti
Gomer Pyle
Dark Shadows
Establishment on Don Knotts' Hacock, (hi Benjamin Frank- pus suipo4v0 llizoN PIP 1101144n
3:30 Here Come-Brides Gilligan's Island
Lacy Show
Pre-empting
a,uoyflutgesm
-Snsup
"ABC's Wide
Jazzy
[nun
lin, (c) Edward Rutledge.
NBC hour at 8 (R).
4:00
Movie
Dan rsoone
JRMIDlit atu—g—z
World Of Sports," the network
Gilbertsville, Ky. - P.O. Box 451
2—How many states were SON II
4:30 Wild, Wild West
"The Movie Classics of Dav- there in the Union
'KIN PG presents, born 5 to 6:30, play
whenj
id
5:00
0.
Selznick".
ABC
on
at
8:30
Washington_
Gem*,
-111
rive!
loguasTP
-WW1
was
oilm
%laills;
News
502/362-4379 .
the fiaal-found of the British
• - ., ;5:25 News
presents 194es."Fortriit of Jen- inaugurated as U.S. president? tuoJj wig pamtragm aouaPuaiiap Open golf tourney
Weather
at Southport,
-ut
ueapJamv
uortmoddo
Bull
13,
11,
none.
ut)
01
5:30 News
York-Nashyili
(Cl
starring
nie,"
Formally Chicago-New
Jennifer Jones
e Ara 1
News
News
Eng. (delayed tape via sateltwentim 2UT1OA
6:00 Scene at Six
and Joseph Cotten in a story 3—A Yankee Doodle was (a)
News
lite).
a group of soldiers in the Revo6:30 Red Skelton
Gunsmoke
Let's Make A Deal about an artist's love for a mys- lutionary Army, ibi a
The American SocIeV of Real "The Val Doonican Show" on
variety
terious woman.
7:00 Laugh In
Estate Counselors of the National ABC at 8:30 has Arte
Newlywed Game
of New England poultry,
a
Johnson,
NBC preempts regular pro- musical instrument.
7:30
It Was-Very Gd. Yr.
Association of Real Estate Howard Keel and Julie
Here's Lacy
Felix as
gramming beginning at 9 for 4—Which of our states ori- Boards awards the professional
8:00 Movie
Mayberry RFD
Movie
eats.
8:30
ginally
was
an
independent designation CRE (Counselor,
Doris Day
NBC's movie at 8:30 screens
blished by the Society of In- kingdom? la) Hawaii, lb) Real Estate).
9:00
Carol Burnett
Louisiana,
Florida.
lc)
Realtors of the National
10:00 Scene at Ten
News
News
5—A signer of the DeclaraAssociation of Real Estate
Movie
10:30 Tonight Show
Dick Cavett
tion of Independence,
Boards, is the first authoritative Wythe died when (al George
poisoned
it covering the broad area of by a relative (bp hung by the
Phone 753-1272
industrial property use.
British ic) drowned by his wife.
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
*
6 - -The 50th anniversary of
Independence Day brought la)
We Have It—We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
land
final ratification of the peace
WKAS Ch. 25
Madisonville
WKMA Ch. 35
Bowling Green
WKGB Ch 53
treaty with Great Britain ibi
Morehead
WKMR Ch. 311
Covington
WCVN Ch. 54
the death of two former presiMurray-Mayfield WKMU Ch 21
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
Elizabethtown
WKZT C h 23 Chventon
dents of the United States
WKON Ch 52
TRADE WITH
Hazard
WKHA Ch 35
Pikeville
start of the Mexican War.
WKPI Ch 22
Lexington -Richmond WKLE Ch 46
Somerset
7—The state that lies farWKSO Ch. 29
Loony',I. WKNJ h. .
thest west is lal California ibt

6:30
Summer Semester
7:00
Tom & Jerry
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
7:30 Tommorrow
Penelope Pitstop
8:00
Carl Tipton
8:30 Hot Dog
Heaven's Jubilee
9:00 Gidget
9:30 Herald of Truth Look Up & Live
10:00 This is the life Oral Roberts
10:30 Church Service Faith For Today
11:00 Film
Film
11:30 Worship
Face the Nation
12:00 Meet Pie Press Up & Coming
12:30 Newsmakers.
Movie
1:00 Laredo
1:30
Pinpoint
2:00 Lost In Space
AAU Track & Field
2:30
3:00 Bowling
3:15
3:30 Doodletown Piper
4:00 Bowling
Big Valley
4:30Adam-12
4:45
Reports
5:00 Comment
5:30 News
Roger Mudd
6:00 Scene at Six
Lassie
Hogan's Heroes
6:30 Disneyland
Movie
7:00
7:30 Red Skelton
8:00 Bonanza
8:30
9:00 Bold Ones
Ice Palace
10:00 Scene at Ten News
10:30 Tonight Show Perry Mason
11:00
11:30
The Late Show
12:00
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Scant
vvorsh,p Service
Evening worship

House of Worship
Sego Bros.

Emmanuel

Morning Worship

Evening Worship

West

Television Schedule

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

First II
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

How Much Do You Know

Spring

Morning worship
Evening worship

About Early U.S. History?

Sort
Morning Worsha
Evening Worshit

Try This Independence Day Quiz!

•

Sinking
Morning Worshii
Evening Worshig

Hazel
Morning Worshii
Evening Worshii

Poplar
Morning Worstiii
Evening Worsha

APO

Grace
Morning worsh
Evening Worshii
Stem

Morning Worshi
Evening Worshii

Kirks')
Morning Worshii
Evening worship
Memoqii
Morning worship
Evening Worship

t:41„-tz.r.
_ grz

New Mt. Cern
Morning Worship
Evening
Wors

Flint I

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Cherry
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Illth
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Salem

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Business Consultants

NORVEL, associates

WALLIS DRUG

Hawaii ICI Alaska.

eouraluonAt.Teupviumm

SUNDAY, JULY 4
3011 MILWAUKEE CIRCUS
PARADE: A real old time cir-

WEDNESDAY, JULY 7
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET #157.

Gus parade televised live at
the climax of the six day "Old
Milwaukee Days" celebration.

For children. (C)

COO MISTEROGERS' NEIGHHOOD. (R)
SOS KNOW YOUR ANTIQUES.
(R)
1:011 FOLK GUITAR. (R)
7:30 ARTISTS IN AMERICA.
(R) (C).
2:62 THE
FRENCH CHEF,

5:00 HONOR AMERICA DAY:
The second annual Honor
America celebration from the
nation's capital.
MONDAY,JULY 5
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
5:410 SESAME STREET 41135.
For children. (C)
IN MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (R)
0:30 FOLK *GUITAR: Laura

Hard-Boded Eggs (C)
6:30 JUST JAZZ. Don

Ryas.
(C)
COI FIRING LINE. (C)
10411 REALITIES. Above all
Liberties. (C)
HAI LAW OF THE LAND. (C)

teaches three finger picking
used in the song "Changes.'

1:00 KNOW YOUR ANTIQUES:

THURSDAY, JULY 8

The
Kovels
discuss
store
signs and lithographs. Ralph
compares a newly refinished

4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
MI SESAME STREET stn.
For children. (C)
COO MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (R)
610 DESIGNING WOMEN.(R)
:00 MAKING THINGS GROW,
R)
7:311 KENTUCKY PERSPECTIVE: Kentucky's Feathered
Rainbow. (C)
HS WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW. Four Washington
newmen discuss the week's

chair to one he is going to
strip and gives a brief history
of the style of chairs.

7:30 THE FRENCH CHEF: The
Lobster Show. (C) (R)

4

1:00 WORLD PRESS. (C)
111111 MASTERPIECE THEATRE—Pere Goriot — Vautrin.
(C)

10:00 BOOK BEAT: "Makers
of America" by Charles Van
Doren. (CT
10:30 PANNED. Dentistry —

newsmaking events. (C)

Utilization of Dental Auxiliaries
For
health
professionals

840 NET PLAYHOUSE. Biog-

Washington, Ici

FR WAY,JULY 9
ON DIRECTION '71:

The
Plight of the American City
(C)

For children (C)
III THIRTY MINUTES WITH
IN MISTEROGERS' NEIGH(C)
BORHOOD. IIR)
II:30 ARTISTS IN AMERICA:
OS MAKING THINGS GROW Peter Alexander A compreI: Watering
hensive portrait of the multi741 DESIGNING WOMEN: faceted Los Angeles sculptor
Pabtip..Do
the Work.
Let the
(Cl
I. PinmrIg battern to fabric MIN FANFARE: John Phillip
and cutting out Making the Sousa The March King (C)
fabric work for a particular 11:00 LAW OF THE LAND. An
pattern. (C)
information series on law for
140 BOOK SEAT. (RI (C)
the public (C)
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10-- In the war against the
French and Indians prior to the
Revolution, a leader of the British Redcoats was lei Alexan-
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Murray C
Worship Services

Top

For children

CM SESAME STREET .156.
(C)
LOP SESAME STREET OM.
(C) (RI
ION SESAME STREET #118.
(C) (RI
11:N SESAME STREET •I11.
(C) (R)
12:00 SESAME STREET #100.

given

is

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

Adams and lc) was
given to a New York businessman.

-uoa

(C)

Sam" is
la)

PARKER FORD INC.

Samuel

410 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
SAM SESAME STREET PIM.

SATURDAY, JULY 10

Andrew Jack-

son.

raphy—John Ross

TUESDAY, JULY 6
4:34 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
IN SESAME STREET *154.

8 -The first U.S. president
born in the U.S. was iai Martin
Van
Buren, ibi
George

First
Worship Service!
m

HEAR

RICHARD CHASTAIN

IterS1GUCIAJ

Chris

Polc

New Concord, Kentucky

Five Pt

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people

who need—and use
service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra

JULY 4-11

Ja

Freed 4
Heating Sh
iith at

SERVICES DAILY at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M.
SUNDAY SERVICES, 10:50 AM. & 7:30 P.M.
SUNDAY BIBLE CLASSES - 10:00 KM.

Boone'

help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment pro-

The (lean

grams to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs— any sea-

son of the year—with a
pro: the man at PCA.

seasoned money

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753-5602
305 North 4th Street

Public Cordially Invited

Randy TI
Air

Conditioning rv
2111.: (ti

PACE SEVEN

1971

riendrMan

Baptist

Nazarene

Church Of Christ

Scotts Greve
Worship Service
11 00 a.m
Evening worship
7.30p.m

Murray Church
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening worship
7 p.m

New Provident:4P
•
Morning Worship
110.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Pentecostal

West Fork
Morning Worship
11.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
First Baptist
Morning Worship
1045a.m.
Evening Worship
730p.m.
Spring Cress
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

1.1 a.m.
p.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

lla.m
7 p.m

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.
Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 ci.fn•
Flint Baptist
11a.m.
Morning Worship
7.30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m
7 p.m.

Elm Grew
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

Salem Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 15p.m.
Evening Worship

=MI
MEI

Christian
First Christian
Worship Services
10 30 a m .7
pm.

United, 310 Irvan Ave
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Evening worship
7 p.m.
United, New Concord
Sunder School
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m.,7 P.m•
Calvary Temple
Sunday SChool
1081.m.
Worship Services
11 a.m., 7:30
m

Methodist

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a m 1st
Sunday, 10 a.m 3rd Sunday
martins Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship Service
11 a.m.
South Ptitasnt Grove
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Good Shepherd United
9:30a m.
Worship Service
10:30 am
Sunday School
Brooks Chapel United
Worship service.; at 9:30 a.m. 15t
6. 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, I. 6 p.m. 4th Sunday
Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.M. 1st
and 4th Sundays, 630 p.m. 2nd
Sunday, & 9:30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st S.
3rd Sundays, 11 a m 2nd Sunday,
9:30 a.m 4th Sunday
Kirksity United
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
Coldwater United
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00
Temple MI United
10 111.M•
Mornino Worship
11 a.m.
Sunday School
First Methodist
Worship
8:4.5 8.10:504.m.
Russells Chapel United Sunday School
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 151 1.
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Greve
Worship Service at 9:45 a.m. 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a m. 2nd
Sunday. 10 45 a m 4th Sunday
Dexter-Hardin united
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday

Murray Christian
Worship Services 10 4.5am ,7pm
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WorUsnhivipersity
Morning
10 30a m
Evening Worship
6 00p.m
eein Plain
Morning
ing Worship
Worship
Worship10
'45 a.m
Evening
7 p.m
West Murray
Morning Worship
10 Sam
Evening Worship
6 17 m
Union Grove
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 30p m
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
10:40a.m.
ip Service
6 p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Platsant Valley
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.

Presbyterian
Liberty/Cumberland
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
North Plosant Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Oak Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a m .7 p.m.
Mount Plesant
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
First Presbyterian
9 30 a.m.
Church School
Worship Service
1045 am •
First Assembly 01 God
Worship Services
11 a m., 730
r11

Other
Denominations
Christ
Church
CH Latter Day Saints
10 a m
Sunday School
St. Leo Catholic Church
_Sunday Mass
lla.rn., 4.30
pm.
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m
Christian Science
Worship Service
llam
Jehovah's Witnesses
10 30a m
Watchtower
9 30a m
Bible Lecture

...the Eagle and the Flag. They are signals of warning that declare we
are a free people.
A land where every man may worship God according to the dictates of
his own conscience. The
Eagle is for strength and elevation of thought and purpose. The
Flag is for loyalty and sacrifice.
One tells of greater dreams for tomorrow...the other calls to mind
heroic service rendered by the
good arid the great. Liberty loving fathers formed this government, "of
the people, by the people, for
the people." It was founded on the brotherhood of man because
here, the Fatherhood of God existed.
God's Book is the source of our freedom. July the Fourth is the birthday
of our
independence. God bless all the Americas and make us a channel
of blessing to all the world.

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worsh.p Services Ila m ,7pm
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10 15a m
Morning Worship
9:15 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
9 15 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10 304 m
Seventh Day Adventist
10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
930 a.m.
Worship Service
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CLIFF0$1991,11,F, SERVICE

91

Free pick-up 1. delivery
We gives & 14 Green Stamps

An investment in Your Future

1111•1•111.

Five

Points

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING
it Benjamin
1710 Main

moore paints

Ih'h

rE[Li

This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses:

-Ix where your trelsure is. there will your keit be abe"

Ph 753-3083

7534307
Aft. 71.1168040

"
F4WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICt
The Businownen's Choice For Fine Printing
Murray, Kentucky

403 Mapes St. -:-

Take Your Children
To Church . . .
Don't Send Them
Stokes Tractor a Implement Co.
Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753 1319

Local Chuiches
Welcome Visitors
Compliments of

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Complete Banking Service - Member FDIC
Phone 753 3231
500 Main
Branch Office So
& Story 753 6655

rah

Dunn TV & Appliance

Sue IL Charlie's Restaurant

COMMERCIAL

Sales and Service
Admiral - Tappan - Whir:lard
118 South 12th
Phone 753 3037

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 68 at Au,ora
Phone 474 2207

Grecian Steak House

Buildings

Mewling At Its Best — Fine Feed
1415 Main Street

Phone 753

no2

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

606 S

RESIDENTIAL

621 So. 4th

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

TOM ANDREWS
YOUR HOST
Stooks - Choy. - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext 641 Can In Orders to 753-4419

Put first things first,
Attend Church

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Mr & Mrs Wm A Jones, owners
Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph 753-7494
ill,

Phone 75.3-1675

Attend The Church
of
Your Choice

K

GROOt DELI

ad; and cSycanoosa
MURRAY KENTUCKY
753 7793

Ph

fril

American
Motors
Cain 8 Treas Motor Sales

Ambassador- Hornet- Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
'how' 753 6448
Vis,i Points

Shirley Florist
Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
753-3251
5132 N. 4th St.

Palace Drive-In

Kentlickt Fried eltiekts
"It's Finger LIckin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwichs
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753-7101

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
"For All Your Felliliter Needs"
Murra‘.
753 1911

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

Grain Division
E 1% Olitl iiI. Stipt
Holmes Ellis NI •
753 822(1

Your Johnsen Motors Dealer
Seas, Parts, Service - Complete Boating Supplies
94 E at Murray Bait Co
Phone 753 3734

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Murray Livestock Co.
Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 753.5334

Five Points

Phone 753 7992

HoGs noty-,i1T DAY1L

Wm. E. Dodson. Owner
Jas D. Clopton

Div.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating
Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
Nth at
Phime 753-4832

Boone's incorpo rated
The Cleaner That's Interested In Tee

Southside Restaurant
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily • Banquet Room FacilltNs
for Churches. Clubs and All Social Meetings
753 3892
So Side Manor Shopping Center

Storey's Food Giant
Bel Air Shopping Center

Resusenlial - Cort)rnercial - Farm — Building Lots
Buying - Selling Leasini;
and Lake Property
7:i.1 7124
708

Carroll Tire Service

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Trenholm's Drive-In

Service Through Knowledge
80: Chestnut

Pnone 753 8181

Henny Penny Chicken
Pizza Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phon^ 753 2997

Co-Operative Corp.

I

E of S 12th

Phone 753 1489

(13elk

Murray Sport & Marine
Evinrurle Glastron—Tsclecratt
PolarK raft Starcraft—Boat Campers

Complete Service Shop

Lovett Bros.
DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PRODUCTS
Tires—Batteries—Accessories

Claude Vaughn

C r,

Murray

Ph 753 3571

Ward-Elkins

Street

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blacks & Ready Mix Centre%
Phone 753.3540

Closed On Sunday
Phillips Id Products
No 4th Street

Phone 753 1921

Lynhurst Resort
tol. and Mrs. Thomas Brown— Owners
Phone 436-2345 and 436-5376

Roberts Realty

Maytag
RCA Victor - Frigidaire
Phone 753
403 Maple

Hoyt Roberts . Realtors - Ray Roberts
Phone 753 1651

MURRAY

Plumbing, Waling and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Service
Repa rs A
— Gas it Se...
753_6168
501 N. 4th

205 No. 4th

Phone 753-5802

Hendon's Service Station

Your Happy Shopping Store
114 So 5th
753 3773

South 2nd St

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service

East Main Street

Phone 753 51312

Your un, Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogueliii..

718 Smith 411,

Air Conditioning-Heat rig- Commercial Refrigeration

West Kentucky Rural Electric

A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads Meats
- Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Servi(
Open Sundays
Hwy. 641 '•
Phone 753 2700

'Ll:C.M-•gn

ENN

505 W Main

Nite 753 3924

Complete Auto Repair
GEORGE DOWDY, OWNF

103 N

7117

Ph 753 8868

The Ledger & Times

111044010.1samp.
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Louisville Employment
Office Receives Honor

Tv profile

Galloway is not one
to grab for publicity

find assitance, cooperation with
other veterans agencies and
giving q qualified veterans
priority in referral to available
training opportunities.
For 1970, 11,021 new applications were made by veterans
at the Louisville office. From
4332
applications,
these
placements were made. This
figure represents 49 percent of
the veteran placements made by
the state as a whole.

FRANKFORT, Ky.-1'ne
The program cited by the VFW
Department of Economic as most outstanding is carried
Security's Louisville Em- out in cooperation with the Job
ployment Security Office has Bank Division of the Louisville
By VERNON SCOTT
received the highest honor office. As jobs orders come into
Correspondent
Hollywood
UPI
awarded any veteran's em- the Job Bank, they are referred
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Don Galloway is seen by some 30
service in the nation. to the Veterans SEction. This
jgoyment
million viewers each week as Sergeant Ed Brown in "frorsside,"
commissioner Merritt S. Deitz procedure gives the section the
but fewer than 30 individuals see Galloway each week off-screen.
Jr.,accepted the award from the opportunity to refer qualified
The tall, muscular actor is an introverted man who suffers a
A grant from Xerox Corporcommander of the Veterans veterans before the job opening
state
'phobia' about crowds.
will permit the non-profit
ation
of Foreign Wars, Alfred Arvin of are fed into the regular Job Bank Public Broadcasting Service
He avoids parties, sports events and even Disneyland to escape
the
ceremonies
at
he
and
in
reason
Lebanon,
the press of people in Urge numbers. For the same
operation.
network to telecast 26 film
Veterans' 51st annual convention
his wife, Linda, seldom entertain at home or visit restaurants.
The percentage of total classics produced throughout
A native of Brooksville, Ky., where his father is city engineer,
June 18, at the Seelbach Hotel in placement of veterans has more the world in the past 50 years.
Louisville.
Galloway is that rare actor: a private person.
than doubled since the im- They will be aired in prime
For that reason he doesn't appear on talk showte game shows
Commissioner Deitz told the plementation of the program. time on consecutive Friday
OLD SHRINERS — Auor on television panel programs. He doesn't knock actors who
convention, "I accept this honor Veterans were receiving only 20 nights beginning Jan. 14 under
Graham, Imperial Pobrey
seek publicity and wide public exposure, but it is simply not for
and in return commit to match or percent
of the total non- the program title, "Film
tentate of 900,000 Shriner:,
him.
coming
record
in
the
surpass this
agricultural placements made by Odyssey."
said in Miami Beach yester"I don't like the term 'Rub& appearance,"Galloway says. "It
year." The first place state the office in July, but this perday the organization isn't
sounds pretentious to me.
award for outstanding service to centage rose to 46.4 percent for
attracting as many young
a
regwas
Hovis,
who
Larry
home
in
three-bedroom
comfortable
Don and Linda live in a
RIAD ACT—Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko
also was presented to February.
veterans
men as it should. Graham,
"Rowan
of
member
cast
5,
and
ular
the San 'Fernando valleY with their &lighters Tracy,
(right) talks to Egypt's Foreign Minister Mahmoud Riad
Commissioner Deitz and the The VFW also commented the
66, is postmaster of Norand Martin's Laugh-In" on
at Moscow's Sheremetkevo Airport. Gromyko discountJennifer, 3, both of whore attend a private schooL
Louisville Employment Security Louisville office for outstanding NBC during its first season, will
folk, Va. His successor will
ed reports that the Soviet Union and Israel are negotiatWhen Galloway bought the house four years ago there was a
Office.
be installed at the Shrine
efforts in contacting all returning return for the fifth season starfish pond in the back yard. Tracy's first step was smack into the
ing
esumntion of diplomatic relations. (Cablephoto)
convention tome-row.
Deitz praised the Louisville veterans and offering them job- ting in September.
Pond.
staff for earning the awards and,
Her father drained the pool and filled it in. He hors one day
are ready
in turn, presented them to O.L.
to installa swimming poolbut not until both little
Burkeen, area manager, - arl
to swim the English
Shackleford, veterans em.Linda has decorated tit
. e house with comfortable, conployment representative, and
temporary furniture. But Don is happiest in a small cottage on
the back of the property which he uses as a den and work room.
Miss Christine Crowe, supervisor
Busy writer
WASHINGTON—The domestic environmental equipment in- of the Veterans Service Section.
He sits there at a typewriter working on scripts. Thus far he steel industry's investment in vestment has been very nearly The Louisville office was
has sold a teleplay to his own NBC-TV series.
environmental quality control split even between air and water commended by the VFW for the
Don cheerfully agrees that his life is not unlike that of any equipment rose sharply in 1970, pollution control. Of the more formation of a Veterans Section
wage-earner except that he works in a glamorous industry - according to American Iron and than one billion dollars spent for in July 1970. The 12-member
these purposes during the period, section offers job placement
television. Steel Institute.
He works 40 weeks a year in the scrim leaving 12 weeks of
$512,810,000 went
into water assistance, employment counsurvey
reveals
that
U.
An
AISI
hiatus for his writing and a two or three-week vacation.
clean-up
facilities,
and seling, aptitude, testing, as well
On Friday or Saturday nights be and Linda can meals be S. firms producing about 98 $492,182,000 for air quality
as information on other benefits
and
nation's
iron
percent
of
the
couple.
found playing poker with another
equipment.
and rights for veterans and other
operation
a
into
steel
placed
Don doesn't play golf; tennis or lase on the beach. He resets
Of the 8354,638,000 allocated for relevant manpower services.
record $166,385,000 worth of new
personal interviews, saying "I haven't got ans-thing to sirs
future
pollution
fighting,
Last year he and Linda enrolled in a course wi karate., pen-mg ,air and water quality control 8193,378,000 will go toward air
during
the
year.
facilities
it
and
derided
single
lemons
tuition in advance. They attended a
purification facilities, and
'This was an increase from the
was not for them.
$161,260,000
toward ailditional
000 spent for such
- Galloway counts anion(his friends RA%-mossel Bert who plays
water pollution control equipin 1969.
the tide role in "fronside. They lunch Uigether ohm when Aw .
ment.
show is in progress, and sometimes have dieser when night
Mae domestic steel industry's
The massive task of preserhimself.
scheduled.
Doe
sticks
to
shooting is
Otherwise
=vestment in environmental
"There's so much rote in the world I think pro* dor,'t sltq quality control facilities at the ving the environment has long
to think things through as much as they omit"he SR,* '1 bkt mod of 1970 was over 81 billion. been recognized by leaders of the
to be alone just to keep inv head straight"
'The
uidustry
invested steel industry, which, through
has sponsored en- SPECIAL - Careful, well
Will Present A Program of Gospel Singing
in environmental AISI,
11546..5-9.0911
A-swe- to `regards* s Pun*
qual* control equipment bet- vironmental control research thought-out plans can get the
101110 BM= OIGG
beginning of 1966 and since the 1930's. These studies most out of anything—meals,
4 Saucy
ACROSS
MO WOGS MO
have pioneered many innovations leisure activities, and other
5 Mountain
1970 alone.
the
end
of
BUM= UMBER
nymph
1 Reverence
currently in use by steelmakers. pursuits—requiring time, energy
Anhoogh
the
steel
industry's
Down
IcI30M00
4 River in Italy
6 Bogged
Steelmakers continue to ex- and money.
7 Writing
6 Utter
00130 OMB OMOO profits in 1970 were the lowest
implement
11 Male goose
GOO
OM DOOM they have been since the Forties, plore new ways to improve their To help youths in their planning
8 Arns
13 Railroad car
(Corner of Glendale and South 16th)
Ma OCM 00O OD
performance. American Iron and and to help them draw up a
9 Paid notice
15 Coniunction
MUM WM MOO domestic steelmakers have Steel Institute and the En10 Gist
16 Country of
4-H
living,"
better
for
"blueprint
an
additional
12 Roman gods
E u rope
ELMO MOGI MOMO authorized
14 Wireless
18 Sun god
0133100 0130
8354,638,000 for environmental vironmental Protection Agency offers a chance to enroll in the
17 Falsifier
19 Note of scale
MONOMO 00OMOO protection facilties slated to go are jointly underwriting the national 4-H management
20 Spoken
21 Caudal
OBO MOO= 3130 into operation in 1971 and later construction of a new prototype program. Supervised by the
appendage
23 Mar's
cam mamma coo
nickname
22 PLIIVe,tzed rock
facility, scheduled to begin cooperative Extension Service
years.
24 Existed
24 Rionoun
operation later this year, which and supported nationally by
26 Small valley
'25 Sltpst Jacket
Industry experts estimate the will test
27 Lartib's pen
- 39 Fat-bottomed
48 Disturbances
28 Hawaiian
steel industry- Tupperware, a Division of Dart
maintaining
and
cost
of
annual
boats
51
Cook
siowiy
vneath
for Industries, Inc., the program
process
developed
41 Country of
53 Rotate
29 Growing out of 30 God of love
control
pollution
operating
Africa
57 Before
31 Depend on
"smokeless" charging of coal emphasizes management skills
32 Bark
43 Intractable
equipment at roughly 10 percent into coke ovens. The process will
58 Compass pa
33 Behold!
,
'
35 Feared
person
60 Collection of
34 Nobleman
of the original construction cost. trap gases and smoke from in all pursuits.
37 Challenge
44 Printer's
36 Expired
facts
38
Assumed
This means that as of the end of escaping into the air, and will Over 93,000 boys and girls
measure
38 Hebrew month
62 Brother of Oil
name
46 Greek letter
64 Hebrew letter
40 Standard
1970, domestic steelmakers were divert them into a collecting between the ages of 9 and 19 took
advantage of the program op42 Winged
spending more than
system, so that they can be portunities in 1970. And this year
45 Once around
keep
just
to
a
year
8100,000,000
track
converted into by-products.
even more are expected to
47 Scorch
water Recognizing,
and
air
existing
however, the participate.
49 English baby
going.
facilities
purification
carriage
ever-increasing burden pollution
Adaptable to youths residing in
Of the 8166,385,000 worth of new control investment will place
50 Flower
and suburban areas as well
urban
on
52 Landed
placed
pollution fighting units
upon all industry in coming
areas, the program
54 Teutonic deity
stream last year, 897,263,000 was years, the nation's steelmakers as in rural
55 Symbol for
assists young people in the
cleansing
water
invested
in
silver
have proposed reforms to ex- development of concepts per56 Tiresome
equipment. This was a jump of pedite this task.
in the home,
tor
Symbol
59
826,280,000 over the 870,983,000 Through American Iron and taining to life
tantalum
family, school and community. 4which
equipment
worth
of
such
- 61 Austere
Steel Institute, they have H members are guided by adult
began operation in 1969.
. 63 Surgical sew
suggested.that the government a volunteer and junior leaders who
65 %Wild
control
The new air quality
special 83,000,000,000 revolving
them
in
improving
66 Symbol for tin
facilities which began operation fund for long-term, low-interest aid
67 Period of time
management skills and decisionuu
in 1970 were valued at $69,122,000- loans to help all industry unthrough the 4-H "learDOWN
-more than 82,000,000 over the derwrite its massive fight against making
procedure.
-doing"
ning-by
value' of similar facilities in- water pollution.
1 Time gone by
Patricia Kennedy, 17, of
2 Prison
stalled in the previous year.
The industry also supports
official
Ala., is a good example.
During the past 20 years, special tax treatment of air and Centre,
3 Printer's
the 1970 national
of
One
Diatr by Us tad WM.* 3
,
le3SU re
however, total steel industry water quality facilities.
scholarship winners in home
management, she continually
her skills with others and
shares
LJELL, I 51.1PP35E
WHAT 00
ABOUT
014, I'D SAW
"WHOM"15 CORRECT 401) THINK
budgets her time accordingly..
FIFTY- FiFTW...
ALTH006H (14051' OVR CHANCES
Miss Kennedy leads a 4-H Club
PEOPLE 4.1091.0 ARE OF OMNI*
for low-income children. She
541? "4.1“0"
TODAY?
helps them make decisions, cook
The beach, motmtains,around the block—the Datsun
with commodity-food products,
5
-Door
Wagon fills the bill. Pile all the kids and gear through
sew and keep an attractive home.
a
full
width
tailgate or 4 side doors.
these
activities
And along with
Fold down the back seat for six feet of load area. Unibody
the Alabama teen keeps up with
school and church activities and
'construction providessolid-support.
helps at home.
Thugh 96 HP overhead cam engine delivers up to 25 MPG.
Nancy
To reach others with her
research on shopping, Miss
Additional features:
Kennedy prepared 18 radio
YO0
•5-main-bearings for greater engine life and economy
HOO
TH/S IS
I CAN. T WA IT
programs on food buying habits
•
All-synchro 4-on-the-floor transmission
TO TRY IT
for the local Station. She also
SLUGGO
prepared exhibits, demon•Optional 3-speed automatic
strations, news articles, TV and
•Fade-free,safety front disc brakes
ECHO
ECHO
radio talks and speeches. She
VALLEY
•
VALLEY
Windows-up fresh air system
wrote letters and used other
methods to tell people about her
Whitewalls, heater/defroster, all-vinyl upholstery and
research on a topic dealing with
many more no-cost extras. Treat your family.
detergents and stain removal.
Drive a Datsun...then decide.
Boys and girls also receive
benefits
in
the
4-H
home
-1.7.ftwetE.
other
frm
.JUL Y-2
AWV.101^4,“4,..
management program arranged
by the National 4-H Service
Committee. They can earn
Th. Colonials
recognition such as medals of
honor at the county level.
TOMAY I REALLY
One winner from each state
START WIZITINCv
receives an all-expense trip to the
• MY ROOK ...
PRODUCT OF NISSAN
50th National 4-H Congress in
Chicago, Nov. 28 - Dec. 2. And
during the event, Tupperware
will present eight scholarships of
8700 each to national winners at a
special awards dinner.
— OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 8:00 —
For more information on how
to participate in the 4-H home
management program of how to
South 12th
Phone 753-7114 Murray, Kentucky
volunteer as a local 4-H leader,
oontact the county extension
office or state 4-H leader.

Steelmakers Accelerate
Anti-Pollution Spending

Develop
Blueprint
For Living
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The biggest Datsun.
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Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
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federate-Union cl
overlooking Fran
Louie B. Nunn an
Fort Hill, site of U
battle, would becon
city's first state pa
An old-timer's d
Frankfort's most
overlook in a book,'
Progress with Fred
up the historical si
the hill.
"Fort Hill has
been a fort," Um
reads. "When th' I
came t' Frankfort,
wall o'logs on top o'
they could get bet
over th' valley an' ui
river an' over at ti
safe from th' In"
Injuns did th' sam
them."
As for the 1864 be
the Blue and Gi
records word being
1Fsrankfort Jupe 8, 11
Hunt Morgan was
troops from Mt.
Pairs to Frankfort. I
were sent to Lc
Storage fearing th
objective was to
George W. Monroe':
take and plunder tt
Monroe, comma
Z2nd Kentucky Infa
Fort Boone streng
forward redoubts t
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EKU_ La
Workshc
Postlion

RICHMOND,
Eastern Kentucky
School of Law E
workshop on cam
and safety has beer
from the week of
July 26-30.
Approximately
representing about
expected to attend t
according to Rober
director of Eastern
Law Enforcemen
workshop.
The
institub
organization, admin
operation of a cam
and safety unit wi
placed on certain c
program will entai
step plan of how to oi
unit," said Posey.
The one-week woi
one hour gradur
dergraduate credit.
from 8 a.m. to 4:30
through Friday.
One of the high]
program will be the
of Ralph E. Has
University of Wised
will show a film
University in Turmo
the student unrest th
Madison, Wis., car
past two years.
Other instructors
regular
law
e
teaching staff at Ea:
Charlie Oldham,
president of the KR
Enforcement Coun
Murphy, Frankfort
Ad
Civil Defense
Col. Larry Boucher
director of the Ker
Police; the Honori
Robe, Frankfort,
assistant attorney g
Robert Chiaramonte
Ohio superintende
Highway Patrol; 11
Freeman, Leitingtor
Police Departmer
Chenault, Richme
judge; and Tom M
mond,Dean of Stude
EKU.
Posey stated that
would be a bomb SE
but that no definite
has been made yet
however, that th
would be someone
Miami, Florida, are
The upcoming wonl
Eastern's fourth
security and safety
the first university ir
to offer this progran
offered right througt
of the campus proble
three years.
Applicants for th
should be members
safety and security
police department. S
enroll any time prio
eluding the first
workshop.
Further informati
obtained by writing I
Dean of Admissior
Kentucky University
Ky. 4 404075.
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New Park SitePlayed Key SPACE AGE RE
Role In Frankfort History Defense
FRANKFORT, Ky.—On the porting rifle pits, were started.
By FRANK MACOMBER
107th anniversary of a ConMilitary-Aerospace Writer
But Morgan gave Monroe no
Copley News Service
federate-Union confrontation time for completion. On June 10
overlooking Frankfort, Gov. his reconnaissance force began to
The aerospace industry,
Louie B. Nunn announced that press an attack.
itself
Fort Hill, site of the Civil War
A two-hour gun battle ensued taking a longer look at
battle, would become the capital after W. D. Lindsey, Inspector since Congress killed the
supersonic transport program,
city's first state park.
General of the Kentucky Forces,
image
An old-timer's description of and six cavalrymen met up with is convinced its public
overhauled. OtherFrankfort's most prominent 200 Morgan's Raiders on the must be
wise, the industry's leaders
overlook in a book,"A Century of Georgetown Pike.
concede, the going might get
Progress with Frankfort," points
The next morning a complete even rougher.
up the historical significance of
Lockheed Aircraft Corp.'s
switch occurred when the Conthe hill.
money problems haven't
federates
demanded
the
"Fort Hill has pract'ly allus
helped, either, image-wise.
been a fort," the translation surrender of Union forces and the Neither have the constant
reads. "When th' pioneers first battle took on a more gen- attacks on government and
came t' Frankfort, they put up a tlemanly fashion.
industry by such antispaceUnder a flag of truce, Rebel Lt. minded lawmakers as Sen.
wall o'logs on top o' Fort Hill that
they .could get behind an' look Col. M. T. Pryor demanded the William Proxmire, D-Wis.
over tie valley an' up an' down th' surrender of the city.
river an' over at th' other hills,
Pryor said, "As commander of
safe from th' Injuns. An' th'
the Confederate troops on this Timetable
Injuns did th' same thing 'fore
side of the river and under the
them."
instructions from my superior f•
As for the 1864 battle between
(Morgan), I demand the unfor
the Blue and Gray, history
conditional surrender of your
records word being received in
forces, with this statement: That
Frankfort Jupe 8, 1864, that John
all will be treated as prisoners of
Hunt Morgan was moving his
war, and private property
troops from Mt. Sterling and respected; but if a useless and
Pairs to Frankfort. Public papers
stubborn resistance is made we Here's a timetable on
were sent to Louisville for
will not answer for the con- requirements and benefits for
storage fearing that Morgan's sequences an assault. I am,sir, veterans after their separation
of
objective was to destroy Col. respectfully yours . . .
from military service, as
George W. Monroe's men, and to
reported by J. G. Ratliff,
take and plunder the Capitol.
Veterans
AdWith equal aplomb, Monroe Director,
Monroe, commander of the replied, "Sir: Your note ministration Regional Office,,
22nd Kentucky Infantry, ordered demanding the unconditional Louisville, Ky.
Fort Boone strengthened. Two surrender of the forces under my A veteran has 10 days to notify
forward redoubts to protect the command at this place has been any local Selective Service Board
fort's flanks, along with sup- received. In reply, I will say that of his address, and 30 days to
I will not surrender. I am, sir, register if he did not do so before
entering military service.
respectfully yours . . ."
Through June 1, 1864, the If a veteran wants his old job
Confederates showed up near the back, he has 90 days to apply to
cemetery and the hills of South his former employer for reemployment.
Frankfort.
He has 120 days to convert his
They tried to take the arsenal Servicemen's Group Life Inby coming through the cemetery surance (SGLI) to an individuals
and down the railroad but were policy without examination. If
RICHMOND, Ky.—The driven back by Union cannons. At totally disabled at separation, a
veteran has up to one year, if his
Eastern Kentucky University night, they left town heading out
School of Law Enforcement Louisville Road, thus ending a condition does not change, to
workshop on campus security last attempt to seize Frankfort convert his insurance. In either
case, he must apply for the policy
and safety has been rescheduled This is only a part of the history
to One of the nearly 600 private
from the week of July 12-16 to surrounding Frankfort's Fort
companies participating in the
Hill.
July 26-30.
SGLI program.
Approximately 60 students
Two years earlier, in ,the A veteran with a servicerepresenting about 25 states are
summer of 1862, the Rebels came connected disability has one year
expected to attend the workshop
into Kentucky. They took from the date he receives his
according to Robert W. Posey,
director of Eastern's School of Lexington and came to Frank- notice of service-connection to
fort. On Sept. 4, 1862, an advance apply to VA far service-disabled
Law Enforcement and the
party made up of Col. John veterans insurance.
workshop.
Scott's Louisiana Cavalry, came He also has one year to apply
The
institute
treats
down the Lexington Road into for VA dental care, or to request
organization, administration and
Frankfort and declared the unemployment compensation
operation of a campus security
capital city theirs. For a month, from his local state employment
and safety unit with emphasis
the Confederates held the city. service.
placed on certain details. "Our
After naming Thomas N. Veterans have eight years from
program will entail a step-byLindsey as Confederate mayor, date of separation to apply for
step plan of how to operate such a
the Rebs inaugurated Richard E. and
receive
educational
unit," said Posey.
Hawes of Bourbon County as the assistance benefits which terThe one-week workship offers
second Confederate governor. minate after that time.
one hour graduate or unGeorge W. Johnson, from Scott
dergraduate credit. Sessions are
County who served as the first For a veteran with a servicefrom 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
governor, had fallen in the battle connected injury or disease,
through Friday.
there is no time limit for applying
of Shiloh.
One of the highlights of the
During the inaugural dinner, for VA disability compensation,
program will be the presentation
word was received that the Union but in order to receive payments
of Ralph E. Hanson of the
troops were heading for Frank- from the time of his release from
University of Wisconsin. Hanson
military service, he must apply
fort.
will show a film entitled "A
Two days later the Federals within one year of separation.
University in Turmoil", picturing
arrived from Louisville. While Such payments are otherwise
the student unrest that has hit the
confronting the Confederate made from date a claim is
Madison, Wis., campus in the
soldiers, Lt. John Roberts of the received.
past two years.
Home Guard (Union), took part There is no time limit for a
Other instructors besides the
of his men to a nearby brewery veteran to be assisted by his local
regular
enforcement
law
where many kegs of beer were state employment service in
teaching staff at Eastern include
finding a job or job training
lying around.
Charlie Oldham, Louisville,
One of the kegs which had one program.
president of the Kentucky Law
end knocked out was taken up
Enforcement Council; Ernest
Fort Hill and placed ill the Nor, is there a time limit to
Murphy, Frankfort, Kentucky bushes.
obtain hospital care, or to obtain
Civil Defense
Administrator; The Confederates,
thinking it a G.I. loan to buy, build, or imCol. Larry Boucher, Frankfort, was a cannon,
quickly retreated. prove a home.
director of the Kentucky State
A scout for Roberts reported For more details, veterans
Police; the Honorable George the Rebels
had crossed the river should contact the VA Regional
Robe, Frankfort, Kentucky above town.
Roberts, con- Office, 600 Federal Place,
assistant attorney general; Col.
templating an attack on the beer Louisville, Kentucky 40202, or
Robert Chiaramonte, Columbus, barrel battery,
took his men to local
veterans
service
Ohio superintendent of Ohio the Louisville Road to meet
the organization representatives.
Highway Patrol; Major Nolen would-be attackers.
Freeman, Lexington, Lexington
The battle came down
Police Department,: James Louisville Hill, up
Second Street,
Chenault, Richmond circuit across the
covered bridge and up
judge; and Tom Meyers, Rich- St. Clair Street
before the Con- June 29, 1971
mond, Dean of Student Affairs at federates finally
ADULTS 101
escaped.
EKU.
In July 1862, Frankfort's first NURSERY 6
Posey stated that there also major war scare and first
blood
would be a bomb search expert drawn were realized.
, NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
agreement
definite
that
no
but
Baby Boy Hale (Mrs. Linda
Fort Hill, the scene of this
has been made yet. He added, action, is now a heavily wooded Lou Hale), Rt. 1, Alm°.
however, that this probably area with only
DISMISSALS
a gravel road
would be someone from the leading to the top.
Mrs. Lulu Bea Cathey, 1612
Miami, Florida, area.
Workers have been cutting Main, Murray, Mrs. Joyce Marie
The upcoming workshop will be paths through the area to restore Morrison, and Baby Girl, Rt. 6
Eastern's fourth in campus the park to its early-day
con- Murray, Ira Alexander Ward, lit
security and safety. EKU was dition. Many bunkers used by the Spruce St., Murray,
Mrs.
the first university in the nation armies during the Civil War have Francine Blanton, 114 Spruce St.,
to offer this program and it was crumbled but plans, although Murray, Miss Laquohya , Lynn
offered right through the height incomplete, are being made to Todd, 405°z Cherry, Murray,
of the campus problems the past rebuild the bunkers occupied in Mrs. Thelma Elaine Morrison.
three years.
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Louise Boyd.
that battle 107 years ago.
Applicants for the workshop Long range plans for Fort Hill 1062 S. 9th, Mayfield, Francis
should be members of a campus call for the possible restoration of Deering, 27060 Hales, Madison
safety and security unit or a Fort Boone and construction of Heights, Mich., Mrs. Mildred
police department. Students may an amphitheater for outdoor Outland, Rt. 7, Murray, Robert
enroll any time prior to and in- drama and a restuarant.
Tilmon Orr, Rt. 4, Murray, Mose
cluding the first day of the Parks Commissioner Shirley Hugh Thompson, 516 S. 13th,
workshop
W. Palmer-Ball said federal Murray, William Robert Merrill.
Further information may be funds will be used for part of the Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn., William
obtained by writing Posey or the development, although no target Robert Bittman, Rt. 1, Murray,
Dean of Admissions, Eastern date has been set for final Mrs. Bessie Swann Patton, 416 S.
Kentucky University. Richmond, completion,
16th, Murray, Mrs. Lela Pearl
4 4O4075
Gibbs From Cony. Div.).

Nen
Veterans

ORT

ndustry plans overhaul of its image

The federal space agency's space projects are concerned, frying pans or electronic ueai with the space agency, has
sales pitch is just as important too, over the space agency's hospital equipment. But they said all along there could be a
were accused of trying to better selling job in the space
as that of industry if it is to lack of salesmanship.
space community. His organization.
survive in a world that seems to
You people are so engrossed ••hard-sell" their
have lost interest in moon in your scientific investigations programs by bragging about for example, has compiled an
missions and lunar rocks. It is that you don't really appreciate down-to-earth achievements. impressive list of so-called
confronted right now with its how important these practical So spin-offs became a naughty space spin-offs that are helping
biggest selling job — the applications are," Rep. Burt L word.
to make life better on earth. It
Now Talcott and other is the second ectition of what the
manned space shuttle system. Talcott, R-Calif., recently told
legislators friendly to the space AIA
calls
"Aerospace
The Apollo
moon ex- agency officials during an program think
it's time to Technology: Creating Social
plorations pretty well sold appropriations subcommittee revive the
spin-off
syndrome,
Progress."
themselves, for Apollo was an hearing. He was referring to to counter
arguments that tax
The magazine covers 32
unprecedented adventure into space-related scientific spin- dollars should
go toward pages filled with accounts of
space which caught the offs which have helped to in- solving
the nation's earthly how aerospace scientific and
imagination of most people vent new earthbound products social and
political problems technological achievements of
or improve old ones.
around the world.
instead of building a shuttle the 1960s are making things
A few years ago National service in the sky.
The shuttle system, with its
better for mankind in the 1970s.
earth-orbiting laboratories, on Aeronautics and Space AdKarl G. Harr Jr., president of Here are some of the spin-offs
ministration
(NASA)
the other hand, already is
officials the Aerospace Industt-ies credited to space
know-how:
running into trouble on Capitol talked about spin-offs which Association AIA1 representing
-A model system designed to
had
helped to make better
Hill from the same legislators
most of the big companies that improve
police
cornwho helped to knock out the
Abner
SST program and cut back its
missions by three.
-P01NT HIM STRAIGHT
MAIN F'ROE5LUM 15 G IT T I N'1-i I M
Aerospace industry and
- IS GRAS
AHEAD-AN FOLLY
OUT!! NE DRUTHER STAY IN
space
agency
officials
BEST WAY TO
:.:RANKLY-WiF HIS
HIS MOSE --HIM-discussed all these developMEASURE 1700
RFP-00-TAYSH UN, FOLKS
ments recently at an American
CROOKED MILESDR -ITH ER
Institute of Aeronautics and
HE DID!!
Astronautics soace chortle
conference in Phoenix. The
upshot was a decision to
communicate more widely with
the American public, to let
them in on what the space
shuttle program is all about.
Members of Congress who
still believe the government
••1'1•should continue to invest in

,IELEGoodrich

EKU Law
Workshop
),
Postponed

LIMITED TIME ONLY!
BELTED TIRES 1

PRICE
SALE

Buy the first tire at regular price
and get the second at half price.

'
S 1971
BFG
TWO BELTS FOR
EXTRA MILEAGE]
NEW CAR TIRE
AND STRENGTH

SILVERTOWN BELTED

SAVE *30.85 TO *51.60
A SET OF FOUR
Federal Excise
Size
Tax Per Tire
878-14
$2.08
C78-14
2.15
E78-14
2.37
F78-14
2.54
G78-14
2.69
(178-14
2.95
178-15
2.62
G78-15
2.80
H78-15
3.01
J78-15
3.12
L78-15
3.27
Above prices plus trade-in.
Whitewalls slightly higher.

Hospital Report'

;

•:
• X

t

FRIDAY—JULY 2. 1971
munitions in medium-sized
cities is being developed for
Rochester, N. Y., by the
Electronics Division of General
Dynamics.
Rochester was selected as
typical of many cities where
police communications are
overloaded.
United Aircraft Corp. is
operating a training facility in
Hartford, Conn., to help
unemployed and so-called
unemployable persons prepare
for jobs with Hartford business
firms. The cost is borne by the
corporation.
A program to map the future
of the city of Fresno, Calif., was
tackled by TRW, Inc., of
Redondo Beach, Calif., maker
of satellites and other space
equipment. It involves the
drafting of a community
renewal plan identifying and
analyzing Fresno's urban
renewal needs and tile
resources available to the
community.

3 WAYS TO PAY›-(BUDGET TERMS)

•

Regular Price
Per Tire
$30.85
33.15
34.45
36.45
39.95
43.80
37.45
40.95
44.80
49.70
51.60

1/1 Price
2nd Tire
$15.42
16.57
17.22
18.22
19.97
21.90
18.72
20.47
22.40
24.85
25.80

SALE ENDS JULY 10, 1971

MASTER CHARGE) =BANKAMERICARD)

VisNikeiS;

•O•

SILVERTOWN
660
• Smoother Riding Dynacor*
Rayon Cord

AS LOW AS

• Stronger now with
four full plys

Whitewall size E-78x14 PlusF.E.T
of 1201. per tire plus trade-in

We have a complete line
of Farm Tires and specialize
in ON THE FARM SERVICE.
Check with us before
you buy!

z.F
Priced as shown et B F Goodr,ch Stoops compeouvehr [...cod it B F Goodrich Dealers.

MASTER TIRE SERVICE, Inc.
Coldwater Road at Five Points

Phone 753-3164

• 0,41,

V

se
,t.

tt.

•,"

LAS/NW
RADIAL TIRE
PIMPLE

\B F Goodrich/

•••^.**ri1P-at. ArarorieneremmainsavalellilIPIOW
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16,171017011-MICAIN
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR BALE

JOHN DEERE Combine with two
heads. Phone 492-8729 after 5:00
J2C
p.m.

17-FT. INBOARD/
OUTBOARD "WINNER"
DEMONSTRATOR

1969 LAYTON TRAVEL trailer,
21 foot, self contained, air-conditioned, see at Hatcher Auto
J2C
Sales,515 S. 12th St.
1
ANTIQUE 1934 Chevrolet /
2 ton
truck, $200.00. 1964 Studebaker
car, clean, $100.00. Also 2 wheel
trailer, $40.00. Phone 489-2595.J2C

* Very Low Hours
* Sharp, Fast Safe, Economical
* White with Honey Gold Interior
* Sunliner Seats

14 SOWS, TWO boars, 40 pigs.
1957 Dodge pick-up truck, also
Mare and colt. Phone 753J2C
7217.

* Walk-Thru Windshield
* 155 h.p. OMC, Buick V-6

List - 5619
$3199500

Drive It ... Try It For Family Size!
Will Pull Several Skiers
Price Includes:
Tandem Trailer,
A Real Sharp Rig!
If you are interested in a high quality boat
with a low, low price, try this one.
Demonstration with no obligation.
Liberal financing available.
See ...

Grayson McClure

FOR RENT
Vacation Cabin
ted on Kentucky Lake
urnished 2 bedroom, in
luding linens, dishes, T.V.
ir conditioner. Rent by day
eek or month.

Phone

502-49Z-8622 •
ONE BEDROOM furnished, airconditioned. Female college
student or professor. $50.00 per
month. 900 North 18th St., phone
753-7266.
J3C

AKC MINIATURE Schnauzers,
house broken, shots, dewormed. MARRIED COUPLE only who
Good with children. Doesn't shed. would like a nice quiet place to
J7C live, you should see this 3 room
879.00. Phone 753-9371.
furnished cottage, air con17' THOMPSON BOAT, 75 H.P. ditioned, electric heat, walking
Evinrude motor. Phone Far- distance from
university,
J7C available now. No Pets. Phone
mington 382-2299.
753-1589.
J3C
SAIL BOAT: 16' Rebel family
day sailer sloop. 3 life jackets, TRAILER FOR RENT. See
lights, paddles, and 6 H.P. Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Johnson outboard, includes boat Court, Murray Drive In Entrailer. Phone 767-3397 8:30 trance, after 4:00 p.m. No phone
through 3:00, Monday through calls please.
J3C
Thursday.
J2C
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
BLACK ANGUS bull, big enough house, 1103 Sharp
Street. Phone
for service. Could be registered. 436-2291.
J3P
J3P
498-8672.
Phone
'TWO BEDROOM furnished air350 HONDA Scrambler and 1963 conditioned apartment. Couples
Corvair Monza. Phone 753preferred. Phone 753-6781.
J2C
J3C
5696.

* Lights and Horns

Buy Now For

FOR RENT

THREE ROOMS with private
ADMIRAL TELEVISION, 21" entrance. Cooking priviliges if
with swivel stand. Cabinet desired. Walking distance of
sewing machine, Sewrite ), good campus. Phone 753-1387.
J2C
condition. Luggage; 4 pieces,
Sampsonite, good condition. NEW TWO bedroom duplex
Window fan, G.E., large, like apartment. Central heat and air,
new. Phone 753-6668.
J3P carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone
753-7850.
TFC
THREE PIECE Walnut Danish
modern bedroom suite. Excellent UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
condition. Phone 753-2257. J3NC house. Clean, Adults only, no
pets. $90.00. Phone 753-3779. J2P
AKC & FIELD and trail
Registered Irish Setter pups. LARGE ROOMS with recreation
Phone 753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
area. Country Estate. Phone 436July8NC
2173.
July29C
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AVANTAIPS

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTIC

For more information on the following listings
call 753-7724
ANOTHER COTTAGE ON BEAUTIFUL WOODED water
front lot at Green Valley. Boat dock and screened porch with
beautiful view of the,lake. Completely furnished. $15,500.00.
CHOICE OF 4 COTTAGES IN PANORAMA SHORES. All
nice and priced right.
NICE COTTAGE AT LITTLE-OAKS. On large wooded water
front lot. Furnished. $22,500.00.
OTHER . COTTAGES AT PATTERSON POINT, Center
Ridge, and Pine Bluff Shores.
NICE LOTS ON VARIOUS PARTS OF THE LAKE. Some
water front lots and some water view. All sizes and locations
available at various prices.
1717 KEENLAND...3 BEDROOM BRICK. Huge den, dining
and kitchen area,single car garage on large lot. It's a steal at
$24,500.00.
1705 PARKLANE, A TWO STORY BRICK VENEER home
1
2 bath home. Carpeting, all built-ins.
with four bedrooms, 2/
Double garage. $34,000.00.

NICE TWO BEDROOM COTTAGE AT Green Valley Estates.
Wooded, water front lot and boat dock. Can be bought furnished or unfurnished.

FIVE MILES FROM MURRAY AND 44 mile off Highway 94
West, on West Fork Road. Brick veneer, three bedroom
home, two baths, built-ins. $26,500.00.
601 OLIVE STREET, NICE THREE BEDROOM frame
home. Newly decorated and new carpet. Nice kitchen. Clos
to town and a real good buy for someone. $12,500.00.

SMALL STORE, ALL FIXTURES, 50 acres of land.
280 and 614 near Pottertown. $12,500.00.

806 SOUTH 17TH, THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER.
Central heat and air, carpet, built-ins. $27,750.00.

THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER,LARGE den, two car
garage. Beautiful home. Three miles North of town.
$28,500.00.

REAL NICE FRAME AT 509 South 7th Street. Pretty lawn,
two bedrooms, den. Price $14,000.00.

AT 815 SHA WA CIRCLE IS A 3 bedroom brick with two
baths, central air, garage. $24,250.00.

THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER 806 Gu a Drive.
Large den and kitchen combination, all built-ins. Many other
extras. Price $18,900.00.

AT 1512 HENRY STREET, THREE BEDROOM brick
veneer, central heat and air. $27,000.00.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER AT 1102 South 16th
Street. Newly decorated, paved drive. $21,000.00.
CORNER 17TH AND MAGNOLIA. Three bedroom brick
veneer, central heat and air. Real nice. $24,300.00.
1502 PARKLANE DRIVE,THREE BEDROOM brick veneer
11
/
2 baths, nice location. $21,000.00.

LOVELY HOME ON LARGE LOT at 513 Sou 6th Street.
Has full basement, formal dining room. Price $27,000.00.
1520 KIRKWOOD, THREE BEDROOM BRI , two baths;
central heat and air. Garage. Priced at only $25,000.00.
TWO NICE HOMES ON FIVE ACRES of land in sight of lake
near Panorama Shores. $39,000.00.
NEAR NEW HIGH SCHOOL, four bedroom brick veneer.
Lovely kitchen and family room, dining room, two baths.
$31,900.00.
AT NORTH 16TH STREET AND BYPASS 3 acres with nice
frame home. Has many possibilities. $50.000.00.

Guy Spann Re ity

Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St. Phone 753-7724
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409 Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Persall - 753-8961

....................,....iit 1

Li

CLOSE
Th

rner

THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER 17th and Dod.son. This
house is priced below market value. $23,250.00.

BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM BRICK VENEER on
Catalina Drive. Price $18,800.00.

Bud

FOUR BEDROOM FRAME, BASEMENT, fire-place. Real
nice and near school. $18,000.00.

REAL NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK VENEER on extra
1
2miles from Murray on 121 South. $17,500.00.
large lot, 2/

117 ACRE FARM,TWO MILES EAST of Almo. Good house,
tractor and out buildings. $28,000.00.

WE HAVE a few
conditioners; shop s
hoist, fans. We also I
conditioners and wh
Phone 753-2930.

FOUR ACRES: NICE BRICK HOME near the lake on Highway 280. $23,500.00.

PRETTY GOOD FRAME HOUSE on business lot at 506 South
GOOD FRAME HOME 8/
1
2 MILES North on 641. Has 1.5 acre
Street. Also another frame house at 508 South 4th Street.
4th
TRAILER,
apALUMINUM
lot.
Panorama Shores
PLENTY TRAILER space;
These places could be bought together for a large business
proximately 18'x19'. Ideal for beautiful,
quiet living. Highway
lot.
campers, hunters, ITShermen, or
BEAUTIFULLY WOODED LOT, 3
oom brick veneer
Nite 436-5483
No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division
lake lots. Phone 492,8354. TFNC
house,large shop building, 1'4 mile North Stella. 826,250.00.
No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0,
NICE FRAME HOUSE ON beautiful wooded lot at 1764 West
Murray,Kentucky.
August2C
Main Street. $12,800.00.
SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M.
IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES we ha ye two three bedroom
HAND TIED, human hair wig.
an
afonrewsham
the 4th
pooe
byr Avery Lumber Co., Puryear,
brick veneer homes. Both have man y extras.
STONE VENEER AT 1302 VINE. Central heat and air. This
NICE TWO bedroom house only
Light brown, frosted. Worn only leaning your
ur carpets with Blue Tenn.
TFC two blocks from university on
the
has
all
home
extras
even
a
large
wooded
lot.
$31,500.00.
two times. Excellent condition. I Iirre
au
ere
ET
EXTRA NICE 3 bedroom frame ho
on Irvan Cobb Road. 1
Has been styled. Phone 753-6287 for a dollar. Western Auto, Home CASH OR trade-in for your used quiet street. 804 N. 17th Call or
acre lot. 812,600.00.
COUNTRY LIVING WITH ALL CONVENIENCES. Five
after 5:00p.m.
J2C of "The Wishing Well."
J3C piano. Leach's Music and T.V. in write Willie Darnell Jr., Route 4,
miles East in Grove Heights. Three bedroom brick, central
the Dixieland Center. Phone 753- Martin, Tenn. 38237. Phone 587FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER AT 1513 Kirkwood
heat and air, double garage, built-ins, family room.
5245.
FULL SIZE Cello with canvas WEANING PIGS for sale.
July3C
J6C
Phone 7575.
Drive. Central heat and air, large upstairs. Fine place for
$19,000.00.
cover and bow. Good condition. 435-4725.
UNFURNISHED
TWO
bedroom
J3C
large family. $37,500.00.
Excellent instrument
IF CARPETS look dull and drear, downstairs apartment. Gas heat.
for
ON FAXON ROAD 11
/
2 MILES EAST OF Route 94, three
student. Phone 753-2987.
J2C USED MOWER 3 H.P. Briggs remove spots as they appear with 8th and Vine $65.00 per month.
St
OLDER THREE BEDROOM FRAME home at 901 Poplar.
bedroom modern brick and frame on 20 acres. Only
Stratton motor. Good condition Blue Lustre. Rent electric Phone 753-9293.
J6C
$6,500.00.
$21,000.00.
July3C
OIL HEATING stove. Phone 489- Phone 753-6074.
shampooer
Big
K.
U.
J3P
2344.
J2C
2 MILES SOUTH OF LYNN GROVE we have a nice two
SIAMESE BLUE point, female, ROOM FOR man available
NEW DUPLEX IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION. Built-ins
bedroom frame home and 15 acre farm with new pole barn.
YORKSHIRES; 15 boars, 10 open house broken, can be registered, immediately. Furnished apartboth sides, central heat and aIr. $25,500.00.
19671
/
2 AUSTIN HEALEY Sprite, gilts, 14 bred gilts, due
ments.
$12,500.00.
Zimmerman
only
Priced
at
Apartments,
to pig last gentle, good pet $5.00 Phone 75325,000 actual miles. Also 250 cc of August first of
September 3323.
IT? South 16th Street, Phone 7531702 AUDUBON; THREE BEDROOM brick veneer. Large
Harley Davidson Sprint, 1967 Bred to Hampshire.
6609.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK NEAR LAKE ON Poplar
J6C
11 miles
den, dining and kitchen area nd study, two baths. Two car
model. Phone 753-6564.
J2C North of Mayfield on Highway 45
Wooded
Home
Road.
4
acre
is
lot.
Springs
modern
and
price
CREOSOTED POLES, for pole
garage, central heat and air. Beautifully landscaped on a
reduced to $16,000.00
Vasteene Rives,856-3190.
J3P barn construction, utility poles LARGE THREE bedroom house:
large lot. Price, 827,700.00.
TURKEYS, DUCKS, Guineas
large
living
room,
kitchen
and
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
Whiterrock, Wyandott hens and REGISTERED
SAINT Bernard Co., Maple Street, Murray, utility room: living room and one
pullets. Hubert Alexander, 3 pups,
great with children, Kentucky
ITC bedroom are carpeted Airmiles south Sedalia. Phone 328- reasonable
conditioned. Phone 753-3695. J6C
prices, terms. Only 4
8563.
J2P left. Melody-Ayre Kennels,
METAL GLIDER and 2 chairs,
Buchanan, Tennessee, phone 901- $15.00. Phone 489-2361
J6C HOUSE AT 417 So. 10th, 4 rooms,
FOUR YEAR old black Angus 247-3345.
bath and gas heat, no children,
.118C
bull, Riverview Panorama,
Massey available now. Call 753-3286. J6C
TRACTOR,
1964
Registered. Reasonable price.
KENTUCKY WONDER pole Ferguson, model 50, with power
Phone 753-5556.
J2C beans. To place your
order phone spread wheels, three 12" trip
AUCTION SALE
753-2820.
J3C plows. 5' Bushhog with stump
YOUNG MARRIED couple must
Jumper, pick up disc and grader AUCTION SALE, Saturday, July
sell 12x44 mobile home, modern, MOBILE HOME,
8x46, 2 blade. Phone 436-2406.
J6C 3, 10:00 a.m. at the Mrs. Silas
1969, 2-bedrooms, furnished, bedrooms, fully
equipped. Call
Turner home near Paul Morris'
underpinned, air conditioned,
492-8280 or 492-8470.
J3C PLAYER PIANO. Workable. Store on Highway 94
ICadiz
like new inside and out, avocado
753Telephone
Good condition.
Road 8 miles Northeast of
decor, very reasonable Phone TV
ANTENNA and rotor, used 1367.
J6P Murray. Will sell real nice
753-8844 after 6r-00 p.m.
J5NC television.
furSee at 804 Broad
niture; bedroom and living room
Extended.
J2C MUZZLE LOADER rifle and shot suites, refrigerator, deep
freeze,
10x55 MONARCH Mobile home,
guns. Call 436-5847 after 5:00
breakfast set with six chairs.
furnished, carpeted, has washer WEDDING GOWN,
size 12, new. p.m.
J6C washer, power mower.
1957 Bel
and air conditioner, city gas, 2 Regular price, $100.00. Will
sell
Air Chevrolet, good fishing car
AUTOS FOR SALE
miles from campus Phone 753- for 850.00. Phone 753-8365.
J2C
Electric heater and fan, wash
TFC
6569.
1970 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER, stand and cabinet
bases, rods and
"Custom
TWO BEDROOM furnished 12x50 13,800 miles Phone 753-2280 after
LIKE NEW Frigidaire
SERVICES OFFERED
reels and seigne. Dishes, wash THREE BEDROOM farm home,
SERVICES OFFERED
a iler Carpet, air-conditioned, 12:00 noon.
SERVICES OFFERED
J7C kettle. Many small
Deluxe" kitchen range-also like tr.
21
/
2 miles West of Kirksey on new
items.
Also
COLLEGE
boys
will
under-pinned
mow
TWO
and
fenced
in
753Phone
yard.
new pony saddle.
road, just off the
gravel
TODDLERS
DAY
Care
Now
open
truck
load
of
WORK; back hoe sernew
DOZER
and
used
items.
J7C 1970 V28 CAMERO. Factory Bottles and small
J5P Phone 753-7854
4091.
Road. Phone 489- lawns and do odd jobs. Haul for children three months to three vice; septic tank cleaning; septic
collectors 13ackusburg
mags. Phone 753-4074 after 5:00
July10C furniture,etc. Call 753-1513 or 753- years.
State
2627.
approved. tank installation. Gene Steely, 901
•\•
• \• •
•
•
•
•
•
J8C items, dinner bell. $1.00, $2.00,
p.m.
J2NC Reasonable rates. Experienced
1509.
$3.00 to $7.00 new bargain bags.
Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 753FARM; good location,
help. Day or week. Phone 753- 7850.
July17C
i9O4 FORD RANCHERO pick-up, Shade, drinks and eats. Douglas SMALL
or future investment. CEPTIC TANK cleaning, back 4481
.13C
6 cylinder, straight shift. Phone Shoemaker Auctioneer, 753-3375 business
Murray, ap- hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753J6C ( note July 24, Auction Sale on One mile East
753-1484.
JulyNC
4" Plastic Wells
Civil War Battle ground Fort proximately 10 acres pasture. 3933.
WILL CUT or trim trees on
Hymme; including furniture Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
AYIA/R WELL
WANTED
TO
BUY
This Week We Are Featuring
weekends. Call 474-2382 between
known to tie stored for last 20 Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
DRILLING
5:00
J7NC
and
6:00.
436FIVE OR SIX Barrel water tank. years. All day sale, exceptionally For appointment call
FRESH EXTRA SELECT OYSTERS
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBER
Phone
Puryear, Tenn.
To haul drinking water. Call 753- good selection of hard to get 2173TFC Shop. open 3.00 pm.10.00 p.m
All You Can Eat
,2.50
247-5556
7525
J3C items.
through
.12( MODERNIZED OLDER house Tuesday
Friday WILL DO baby sitting in your
Complete Well
Sweet and Tender FROG LEGS
_
Saturday, 11.00 8 7:00. Closed home or mine. Phone 753TO BUY; logs ana
at
Penny,
acres
lots
of
14
and
Service
'3.25
All You Can Eat
LOST & FOUND
standing timber. Also have for
J3C
blacktop road frontage. Phone Monday Boy's haircut, 75c. 5076.
haircut,
$1
00
Men's
Horn
J5)
COMPLETE DINNERS from '1.50
sale lumber and sawdust.
"
7531091.
buckle's Barber Shop, 213 Spruce
Murray Saw Mai and Lumber LOST:
FEMALE Ha& t hound,
All Items for
4-10 p.m. Tue.-Thurs
TFNC HOUSE PAINTING: College FURNITURE REFINISHING.
LOVELY FIVE bedrooni home, 4n-et Phone 753-7742
TFC 6 mont old.
Co. Phone 753-4147
Brown, ack and
student wants interior-exterior All work guaranteed. Free pick1 basement, large corner lot,
Carry-Out
4-11 p.m. Fri.-Sat.
By
white spotted. Answer to t
appointment
also
75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
jobs. Is experienced, has up and delivery. Free estimate
good
used
BUY
WANT
TO
mininame
I
Georgie Girl
12.10 p.m. Sunday
753-4141
king $17,500.00 Phone
phone 753-7742
references. Works cheaply. Antique or natural finish. Jerry
111' Phone 753-8824.
bike Phone 753-7948
TFC
Phone 767-4591 or 753-4511.
J3P McCoy,753-3045.
753-4178
Julyi6C

CAPTAIN'S
KITCHEN
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Open Mon.-F

BUCK

900 Sycamoi

H R USED Furnitu
be open six days a
1400 till 6:00. Lots c
furniture, glasswan
tiques. Come and I
ar6und. We have lc
stiff. Phone 753-6676,
753-4716.

'GENE
I
LA
TI

City Park Bask
Game time: 7:

Team entries s
Team member
Contact: W

P.O. Bt

EDA Gra
Awarded
Pennyrill

Approval of a $40,7;
help continue a pr
planning for economic
the nine-county area
central Kentucky was
recently by Robert A
Assistant Secretary
merce for Economic
ment.
The 'Pennyrile
Development District,
headquarters in Hopk
the applicant for the I
the Economic Del
Administration, U.
ment of Commerce. T
used to help pay adz
expenses of a profess
which is working to
and boost incomes in
Counties in the d
Caldwell, Christian, I
Hopkins, Livingsto
Muhlenberg, Todd an
The aim of the El
program is to encoural
to pool their
resc.
talents to solve
economic problems.
must contain at 1
counties designated b
redevelopment areas
high unemployment
family income. It als
elude econimically
counties. A district
at least one growth
community of not T
250,000 persons w
provide jobs and se
residents of the lagg
Redevelopment are
Pennyrile District an
Crittenden, Livingston
Trigg counties. TI
centers are Hopkin(
Madisonville.
During the past
district staff has wor
areas of
crime cc
creation of city plan
missions, and has Sti
waste disposal and
problems.
The district will proi
from other sources tc
the $61,710 total operat
the year.
William Bryan of H(
is Chairman of the dis
Adams of Hopkir
Director.
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get the job done
LE
NOTICE

NOTICE

WE HAVE a few used airconditioners; shop scales, chain
hoist, fans. We also buy used airconditioners and what have you.
J2C
Phone 753-2930.

"APPLICATIONS ARE being
received for a Nurse Aide class
starting in July. Please apply in
Nursing Office". MurrayCalloway County Hospital. J10C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

PROPOSED
10% ACRES
SECLUDED — QUIET — LOVELY LIVING

WHAT HAS TEN LEGS AND EATS A LOT?
A family in need of 4 bedrooms. This home on Audubon has 4
bedrooms, VI baths, kitchen with all built-ins, 2 car garage,
and a lot of running room for the kids. You should see this
one. It's great and it's different. $36,750.00. ,

FA& Arrn
-

"THE STRIPPER"
Yes! The owner will take it off. The price that is...on that cute
3 bedroom brick home at the corner of Story and Sunny Lane_
Owner wants to sell.

t0

(Co. LE

CALL IT CHARM
This 4 bedroom home has that certain something everyone
wants. Split level design in excellent condition. Central heat
and air, 2 baths, carpeted, complete kitchen and large den
with fireplace. Your teenager can walk to school and save
your gas.

Owner will finance. Terms open. Nothing down,
up to five years
Contact DON KEU.ER, 753-4498

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

LOOKING FOR something in a
FOUR BEDROOM brick in cheaper home then you should
Sherwood Forest. Three baths, check with Roberts Realty at 505
Phone 753-5142
900 Sycamore
large fully equipped kitchen with Main street.
breakfast area, seperate dining W
ow a ve list
large 2
room, family room with fire tt •
I
ge lot
place,study or 5th bedroom,2 car at ) S. 5th street
H R USED Furniture Store will
12,500
WE
LIKE
Children.
Child
Care
garage,
Redwood
Deck.
Quality
be. open six days a week from
At 211 S. llth street we have a
1400 till 6:00. Lots of nice used Center (8:00 - 11:30 a.m., week- c-onstruction includes central air large 4 bedroom house on large
days),
State licensed Kin- and heat, duel pane windows
fueniture, glassware and andergarten, Sunday School thru-out, concrete driveway and shady lot for $9,750.
tiques. Come and brown nose
classes. Phone 753-3182 for in- walks, Large corner lot. Three At 315 fry= we baiws a nice 2
ar6und. We have lots of good
formation
or transportation. minutes to new high school, five bedroom house onlarge lot for
stiff. Phone 753-6676, home phone
only $10,000
Memorial Baptist Church.
J7C minutes from M.S.U. By owner.
753-4716.
J3C
Located at 106 S. 11th St. we have
Phone 753-6949.
July2NC a duplex with 2 rooms on one side
and 3 on other for only $9,000.
If you want a brick we have a 2
TWO ACRES near Lakeway
bedroom brick on N. 17th street
Shores. Phone 436-2282.
ITC for
only $13,500.
If you would like to step up a
notch higher We have a real Nice
;City Park Basketball Court, July 12 thru Jury 16
WOODED LOT; 100'x100' at Pine
is bedroom brick located at 1664
Bluff Shores, water rights paid.
Game time: 7:00 p.m.
Ryan Ave. for $17,750.
Paved street. Reasonable. Phone
Another 3 bedroom brick on N.
Tennessee,
A.
Clarksville,
T.
Team entries shall be in by July 10th, Saturday.
street in extra good condition
18th
Walker,647-1872 office or 647-2475
with 2 car garage for $19,000.
Team member limit shall be 7.
J6C
home.
On Catalina we have a 3 bedroom
Contact: Walter Bumphus, 762-4496
brick with 2 baths, range, Real
nice Hardwood floors, possession
Denny Potts, 753-8175
HELP WANTED
with deed $19,000.
P.O. Box 428 - Murray, Ky. 42071
tOri 15th Street we have a large 3
ATTENTION LADIES: Would'bedroom brick for only $17,000.
MOBILE HOME & boat in. you like to manage Murray's A step higher we have a real nice
surance. Broad coverage. Low finest fabric store? Inquire in 3 bedroom brick with den, carpet.
rates. Excellent claim service. person at Fab-N-Trim, 314 Main,air conditioning for only $21,750.
See us before you buy. Galloway Murray,Kentucky.
J8C On Parklane Drive we have a
large 3 bedroom brick with 2
Insurance & Real Estate Agency.
baths, built-in air conditioning,
Phone 753-5842.
July7C
Po‘session with the deed $22,000.
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerA new 3 bedroom brick on
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Fticherson
with central heat and
Approval of a $40,755 grant to Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farair, carpet, range, 11
/
2 baths,
help continue a program of mington, Kentucky.
A5C
EXPERIENCED
large shade, Close to Grade, High
planning for economic growth in
School and university $25,500.
BODY MAN
the nine-county area of west- OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT Loss
New 3 bedroom brick in Cancentral Kentucky was announced guaranteed or your money back.
Good pay
terbury Estates, has central
recently by Robert A. Podesta, Phone Shapemakers,753air, carpet, range, dish:
v Excellent working heat&
Assistant Secretary of Com- 2962.
July13C
washer, Garage, Patio, ready to
merce for Economic Developconditions
move into $27,500.
ment.
4 bedroom with central heat &
NOTICE
The
Pennyrile
Area
Paid vacations
air, Carpet, Fireplace, Range,
Development District, Inc., with
If you do not receive your
Dishwasher, Disposal, 2'2
headquarters in Hopkinsville, is
paper by six p.m. call 753ceramic tile baths, 2 car garage,
Apply In Person
the applicant for the funds from
9269 between 6:00 and 6:30
large play room and so many
the Economic Development
p.m.
other nice features must be seen
Administration, U. S. Departto appreciate.
ment of Commerce. They will be
Want outside on paved road.
used to help pay administrative BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
large shady lot only 3 minutes
expenses of a professional staff for rent or sale. Rent applies to
Piano
from town, Then you should see
which is working to create jobs purchase. Lonardo
or Call 753-7114
Company, across from Post
this one it has entrance hall.
and boost incomes in the area.
office, Paris,Tenn.
J2C
central heat & air, carpet, 1'2
Counties in the district are
baths, Family room, Carport.
Caldwell, Christian, Crittenden,
Garage with workshop priced at
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon,
$27,500.
Muhlenberg, Todd and Trigg.
repair your lawn mower
brick only 2 years old and is now
The aim of the EDA district I WILL
WANTED:
finance
jobs,
ODD
to
any gas motor. Also put your
vacant for $18,500.
program is to encourage counties &
education,no jobs refused, wages
good operating condition.
We have farms, Building Lots,
resources and gun in
to pool their
Robertson, 753-7863, open. Call 753-9828 after 3:00
H.S.
Phone
Lake
lots and lake homes. Check
talents to solve common
J5P
J6P p.m.
Calloway.
with us for all your Real Estate
economic problems. A district 1610
must contain at least two 41111111•11111111=1111B1111111.11111111miwollonM1111111111111. Needs, We will all be glad yot.
did. Call 753-1651.
J2C
counties designated by EDA as
ThIPAITIS
redevelopment areas because of
KM Yaw How.
FOR LEASE
Are Poison
high unemployment
or low
family income. It also may include econimically healthy
I 101111
LOT
counties. A district must contain
FOR LEASE
at least one growth center—a
ROACHES
community of not more than
Cam Germs
Large Display Lot
250,000 persons which can
provide jobs and services for
next to Holiday Inn on 641
residents of the lagging areas.
South is for lease Onl
Redevelopment areas in the
6200.00 per month. This lot
Pennyrile District are Caldwell,
Crittenden, Livingston, Lyon and
has over $1500.00 worth of
Trigg counties. The growth
improvements on it
centers are Hopkinsville and
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
Madisonville. a day the year round . .. Winter and Summer
During the past year the
For information
district staff has worked in the i
Call Bob Nemeth
areas of
crime control and!
creation of city planning comCollect 219-237-5958
missions, and has studies solid
and
waste disposal and watershed
The GE Monogram sent- fit
problems.
actuality specials and docuThe district will provide $20,955
mentaries will be aired on the
100 S 13th Street
from other sources to complete
Murray, Ky.
ABC network during•the cornthe $61,710 total operating cost for
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
ing season. There will be six
the year.
new specials scattered from
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yews
William Bryan of Hopkinsville
November through next April.
v Licensed by State of Kentucky
is Chairman of the district; John
Several repeats will follow
Adams of Hopkinsville is
.•• Member Chamber of Commerce those. NBC has carried the
Director.
series the past two seasons.

1GENE LANDOLT BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT

WANTED

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun
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SORRY NO VACANCY
You know, that's all you can find if you're looking for an
apartment. Well here's your chance to own your own home
and rent the upstairs to help pay your mortgage. Downstairs
kitchen with dishwasher, living room, dining room, three
bedrooms, 2 baths. $26,500.
JUNE TIME,'TUNE TIME
Hum a tune as you putter around your cottage in Center
Ridge. Then get the boat out of your boat house and go after
those big bass. What an ideal place to relax for just $23,800( REMEMBER
The price of that acreage you could have bought 10 years
ago? What is the price now? What will this 50 acres on
Rarkley Lake bring in 1981? You can make the profit.
CATCH A FALLING PRICE TAG
And enjoy the savings ($2500). In the country just 5 minutes
from town. 3 bedroom brick home on 2 acres of land. Now
priced at only $18,500.
BARE IS BEAUTIFUL 4496,
10 acres with nothing on it but trees. Highway frontage and
only $6500.
Like subdivision land

1,2

mile from M.S.U.? Call quick !

300 Acres on Kentucky Lake. Think of the possibilities.
CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? NO CARPOOL
Across the street from the elementary school. 3 bedroom, 1'1
bath brick with large den-kitchen combination. 200 feet deep
lot with beautiful shrubs in backyard. Let the kids do the
walking while you have another cup of coffee.
BRING YOUR YARDSTICK AND MEASURE
Lots of space in this older home in Hazel. 3 bedrooms, large
utility porch, beautiful shrubs and flowers and a bonus of a
small apartment. At $12,000 you can afford to spend a little
time making this a beauty.
SOMETHING SPECIAL - NOT A HOUSE BUT A WAY OF
LIFE
Nestled in the trees overlooking Ky. Lake. This year round
home offers outstanding quality and beauty with a fireplace
and built-in range in kitchen. All this and much much more.
Over 300 feet lake frontage.
IS THIS POSSIBLE?
$17,000 for both houses? Yes' Two for the price of fine and
only 1 block from the university
STOP MALINGERING
Renting? Going nowhere? Feeling kinds blue' Call about this
listing. This is what I'll do -sell you -3 bedroom, brick veneer
on quiet street with nice shade and fenced back yard $17,900.
NEED OFFICE SPACE?
We have just the place. Big brick building. Call your helper
and start hammering. Then count the profits in December.

STACK THOSE GREENBACKS ON THIS
MONEY MAKER...Modern living in this sharp 2 bedroom
apartment while you rent the 8 bedrooms to college students.
Just one block from campus.
THRIFTY THINKING
Would you believe 4 bedrooms for $10,500...? See this 2 story
white home at 1612 College Farm Road. You'll be glad you
did.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO LOOK 18 AGAIN?
$18,000, that is, You should see what so little will buy. 4
bedrooms, carpeted, large kitchen with built-in Tappan
appliances and a window box of petunias.
THROW AWAY YOUR WISHBONE
Everything you want is right here in this fully carpeted 5
bedroom,2 bath home. A gorgeous convenient family roomkitchen combination with all built-ins and a fireplace. Central gas heat and electric air conditioning completes the
picture of the home you dream about in Whitriell Estates.
HEREFORD, ANGUS, PONIES, OR KIDS
No matter what you are raising you will have room on this 100
acres North of Kirksey. Just $17,500.
YOU'LL LOVE THIS BLONDE
Brick, fully carpeted, 3 bedrooms, 2 bath home in
Gatesborough Estates. Posing patio and yard completes the
appeal of dining room, family room and completely convenient kitchen. Be sure and notice the fireplace and. big
double garage. It's really stacked.
OFF YOUR KNEES, GIRLS
You won't have to plead with your husband to put you as his
"Home Manager" in this spacious, new 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home. He can leave the irritating "repairs" behind in the old
house. You can relax with a good book in this centrally air
conditioneclenvironment while the kids enjoy helping out in
the modern kitchen with all appliances. Years and years of
comfort for $34,500.
OLD MACDONALD HAD A FARM
and so can you. Only 5 minutes from town with a good well,
small barn, and fully fenced. 26 acres for $12,600.
OUR TELEPHONES ARE RINGING
Cause we have another bargain "fixer upper';.., This 4
bedroom, 2 bath house would fit most any size family.
Mother-in-law lives with you? The cute little 3 room house in
your big backyard would suit her and you to a "T".$26,500 for
both houses.
WOULD YOU
Like a place close to the lake but not far from town? This 2
bedroom cottage in Panaroma Shores is only $13,900.
COUNTRY LIVING - TOWN CONVENIENCES
This 3 bedroom country home has a garden waiting just for
you. And how about cool air conditioning for these hot muggy
days or a warm fireplace for cool nights. 2 baths and a builtin kitchen adds to the appeal. For an added bonus you will get
the draperies - all this for $22,000.
HAVEN'T YOU OVERLOOKED SOMETHING?
Could you use 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, a large family room,
central heat and air, large kitchen, patio and big closets? If
your answer is yes, don't overlook this home. Priced at
$24,750.
LOTS AND LOTS OF LOTS
Kirksey Highway -/
3
4acre lots - $1375
Broad Extended - Nice - only 62600
Kingswood - 100 x 150 corner lot
Sycamore extended - all sizes
Oakdale - Ill x 211 wooded
S. 16th at Martins Chapel Rd.240 x 300
/ lots corner KY avenue and Calloway
Waterfront lots - Panaroma Shores
Waterfront lots - Pine Bluff Shores

DONALD R. TUCKER
REALTOR

— MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
Office 753-4342

Home 753-5020

EDNA KNIGHT, Associate
Office 753-4342

Home 753-4910
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Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

5.

SAki$

He has been seen around Murray buying many beautiful homes at groovy prices.
He was last seen in the office of Donald R. Tucker, Realtor.

CLOSED ON SATURDAYS

EDA Grant
Awarded To
Pennyrile

REAL ESTATE FOR

FOUND SPEEDIES
T BUYER IN TOWN!
Don't let him beat you to your dream house.

COUNTRY CLUB ESTATES

will be

Open Mon.-Fri. from 7:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
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Buck's Body Shop
Through months of
July,
August—and
September.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AMAMI
MIXED
7-7
14
YOU PICK THE WINHEII—These four lovelies pose for pictures at Florida's Sunken
Gardens in St. Petersburg prior to the Miss Teenager 1972 pageant to be held there
July 21 Front left. Sue Edwards, Wendy Robbins. Diane Hanson, Ann Gallaghe,

so.
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European Corn Borer Is
Appearing In State Crops

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service July 2, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 8 Buying
Stations
Receipts: Act. 1036 Est 1500
Barrows and Gilts 50c lower Sows
steady
US 1-3 200-230 lbs. $19.50-20.25 few
select 1-2 $20.25-20.50
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $19.25-19.50;
US 2-4 240-260 the. $18.75-19.25;
US 3-4 260-290 lbs. $111.25-18.75;
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $14.50-15.50;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $13.50-14.50;
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $12.50-13.50 few
down to $12.00
Boars $10.00 to $11.50.

Two Honored Travel topics
Enjoy East Europe
At Young
Demos Meet but mind the rules

Seat-belt issue
isn't dead yet

for feeding dairy
LEXINGTON, KY.-The be used later
Raney warns. And
European corn borer is beginning cattle,
to the top and bottom of the
you. If staying in a private
whichever insecticide you use, be
By RICHARD C.
By JEFF CUSHING
to appear in Kentucky corn
Two Murray State University
door rails. The other end of the
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label and follow
the
read
sure
to
WORTH
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fields, reports L.Harley Raney,
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to
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device is
Wilson
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Leave your marijuana and
all directions and
VIENNA (UPI) - Although
Extension entomologist with the carefully
ing reel hooked to an arm that Wickliffe and Don Nanny of
hashish at home. And don't
precautions.
thousands
of
Western
LONDON
tourists
While
University of Kentucky College of
Detroit is raises when the door is opened. Murray-won high honors during
European corn borers overpenetrate Eastern Europe every
hard at work perfecting the air- Ax the door is closed, the
Agriculture.
after even one little
the recent Young Democrats year, it is still uncharted
larvae
full-grown
in
winter
as
tern- drive
bag concept, there is continu- Kangol belt arm is lowered and
Keep a close watch on your
European police are
Louisville.
East
drink.
convention
state
in
leaves left in the
tory for most travelers. Here
ing opposition to such a device, Me occupant is held snugly by
crop and, if 60-75 per cent of the corn stalks and
Wilson was selected to receive are some tips for tourists plan- to4i on both scores.
yellow
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spring,
these
field.
In
some
recent
and
industry
corn plants checked show fresh
the combination lap and the William H. Jones III Award ning to go
Take your camera, but bethis year:
cocoon and
studies have shown that per- shoulder harness.
feeding in the whorl, start to brown larvae spin a
of pitfalls. What looks
ware
college
outstanding
the
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Some
countries,
such
The
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stage.
pupal
Bulhaps the seat belt is the best
Another device that shows
treatment,
he go into the
chemical
a
bridge or seaport to you
like
Kentucky,
and
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in
garia,
give
visas
at
the border or
lifesaver after all.
adults begin emerging in June
promise is the safety belt startrecommends.
limey be a military objective to
Nearly all safety experts er interlock which consists of a Nanny defeated Ron Downs of airport. But it's easier and safer
groups
of
eggs
in
their
and
lay
Sevin, Gardona, and toxaphene
your hosts, and hence unagree that if the air bag does switch under the driver's seat Paducah in an election for a one- to get all visas before you
the underside of
photographa.ble. On this and
are registered for use as corn from 5 to 50 on
leave.
Your
travel
agent
will
chairman
term
of
as
the
do
year
mandatory,
it
become
should that cuts out the starter circuit
young corn leaves, usually
other problems, your own govborer spray materials; diazinon the
it
for
you.
Democrats
First
Young
in
the
be used in conjunction with seat when load is applied. To comlower leaves.
and toxaphene granulars may the
In summer, make reserva- ernment or the embassies of
belts. As the upcoming regula- plete the circuit, the seat belt Congressional District.
hatch in about a week
also be used. However, don't The eggs
tions in advance. Hotel- the countries you will visit can
tion
is
interpreted
two
were
old,
now,
Both
the
23
years
the
inin.
young larvae wander for
must be locked
building has not caught up give information. When in
apply toxaphene to corn that will and
stallation of an air-bag device
The Road Research Labora- campus co-chairmen for Bert with the boom
awhile on the leaf and feed
doubt, ask a cop.
in tourists.
would
negate
the
need
for seat tory here has done exhaustive Combs for governor and Julian
slightly on the surface. Soon they
When
getting
your
visa,
you
belts and shoulder harnesses research on seat belts and con- Carroll for lieutenant governor in
Learn the address and
move down into the growing
in all cars sold in cludes that European tech- the Democratic primary election often have to pay a sum - phone number of your emwhorl and continue to feed. After Federal State Market New now required
usually
$S
per person per bassy in the countries you will
the United States.
nology on belts far surpasses in May.
they are half-grown, the larvae Service
day, getting coupons in ex- visit. In case of serious' proFord Motor Co. recently U.S. studies on such devices.
Wilson, son of Mayor and Mrs. change. You
start boring into the stalk. A Wednesday June 31 Mayfield, completed survey
will exchange blems, they can help.
a
which indiAccording to one spokesman, James A. Wilson, will graduate in
second generation of borers
these coupons -at your destincated that if 90 per cent of all the primary advantage of belts
Kentucky
Bring film, medicines and
August and work for the ation for local currency. Don't
matures in August and Sep- Farmers Livestock Market: drivers and passengers
had over air bags is that bags are Democratic Party In
any special brands of tooththe
fall
tember.
squawk. It's honest, the exworn seat belts in 1969, nearly still a way off and there is no
the like which you
Livestock weighed on arrival.
before change rate is fair and you'll paste or
campaign
As many as 167 borers have
10,000 lives could have been firm evidence that they will election
require with you. They may be
enrolling in law school. The spend that m, ch anyway.
been taken from single corn
saved.
unavailable locally.
450
ever aperate as they were
National Safe Boating week plants, and heavy infestations Cattle this week
Driving? Check your travel
But the problem, of course, originally envisioned. Belts, award he received is presented
will be observed July 4-10 and the cause the plants to break over
each
year
in
memory
of
a
young
agent
or
auto club about local
has always been to get people though, are ready now. They
Take a guided tour on your
58
Calves this week
American Red Cross has and collapse. Introduced
into
to wear the safety belts in the do, we think, a better job and Democrat from Louisville who license and insurance laws. first day in each major city. It
provided boat-owners and their North America in 1917, the
Don't drive after dark: too helps you get acquainted. If
first place. Current statistics they do it much less expensive- was killed in Thailand in 1963.
guest who are non-swimmers, Rueopean corn borer destroyed COMPARED TO LAST WEEK: show that fewer than
Nanny, a finance major, is the many unlighted horsecarts. you hire an individual tour
15 per ly.
steady
classes
represented
All
with safeguards to reduce some 313 million
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Plan for 200 miles per day ride later, don't get roped
bushels of corn except feeders steady to strong. cent of all motorists wear belts
boating accidents.
Nanny. He plans to enroll in maximum; most roads are not into visiting a factory or collecwith any regularity.
in 1949 alone,according to Raney.
"About half the nation's
The decision on the air bag
graduate school after his super highways. Eastern Eu- tive farm unless you really
In conventional corn fields, SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
estimated 60 million boat users
rope has more gas stations want to. If he insists, be stubgraduation.
destroying or using crop residues 21.00-23.00, Cutter 19.00-21.00, was based on the premise that
can't swim well enough to save
if motorists wouldn't protect
Herbie Deskins, Pike County now, but take a five-gallon can born. Who's paying for the
Ii the fall, winter or early spring Canner 16.00-19.00.
their lives if they should acattorney who, at 26, is the along with you if it makes you tour, anyway?
should greatly reduce the SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility themselves from injury, then a
cidentally fall into deep water,"
passive system that they didn't
Tipping? Sure. Officially,
youngest county attorney in the feel better.
overvrintering larva population.
high
24.50-26.50,
over 1000 lbs.
Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, Water
If asked, always declare all it's frowned on. Unofficially,
have to worry about would bestate, was elected president of
Crop rotation may also help.
yielding individual to 27.75.
Revival services will be held at
Safety Chairman for Calloway
come "standard equipment."
the Kentucky Young Democrats money and valuables you bring everybody accepts them.
However, in minimum tillage
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
into the country. Don't cheat
County, she said.
The air bag isn't the only the South :Pleasant Grove United during the meeting.
Talk politics with the local&
corn and in fields where conor forget - you may have to Argue if you want. It's your
VEALERS: Choice 180-240 lbs. passive restraining system that Methodist Church starting
The Red Cross recommends
ventional corn crops are raised
account for them later. Take only way to find out what life
vealers 39.00-42.25, mixed Good engineers have been able to Sunday, July 4, and continuing
that all boaters learn to swim at
year after year, chemical
no East European currency in is like under communism. No
and Choice 35.00-39.00, Choice come up with. Some devices, throughout the week.
least well enough to save
controls may be needed.
or out of the countries - it's one expects yoli to be a
340.350 lbs. calves 36.00-39.75, like nets that enshroud occuRev. Gene Barnes, pastor of
themselves from drowning.
Various corn borer treatments
lllegal. Always change money communist. Ask any questions
mixed Good and Choice 33.00- pants in the event of a collision, he Fountain Avenue United
Mrs. Forrest recommended the
saved an average of 7 bushels of
only at official exchanges in you want. Answer questions or an articulated dashboard Methodist Church, Paducah, will
36.00.
following safeguards for boaters: corn and acre
in Illinois tests, FEEDER STEERS: Choice that breaks away from the
banks, borders, airports or which will include the size of
be the visiting evangelist. The
-Carry a Coast Guard apRaney notes. Such increased
hotels. Never - never - agree your satin and car - honestly.
300-400 lbs. 35.50-37.75, 400400 lbs. interior, are possibilities. But singing service will start at 7:15
proved life jacket for everyone
Murray
residents
Four
are
still
yields should more than offset the 33.00-35.50,500-600
lbs. 31.00-33.00, they too, are complicated de- p.m. followed by prayers at 7:36 receiving treatment here from to change money with some- Be yourself. If the local is shy,
aboard. Insist that weak
cost of insecticide. For more
mixed Good and Choice 300-400 vices that could be expensive to pm, and the evening service at injuries suffered in scar accident body you meet on the street, scared or an ideological parrot,
swimmers and non-swimmers
no matter how good the rate.
detailed information on control of
you'll find out goon enough.
be. 33.00-35.50, 400-500 lbs. 31.00- install and replace.
wear than at all times and that
7:45 p.m.
that occurred Wednesday at He might be a policeman. NohardEuropeanpe
the European corn borer, contact
feeling: languages are
33.00, 500-600 lbs. 29.00-31.00, One system that shows
invited to attend, about 9:30 a.m. on U. S. Highway When
everyone aboard wear them in
public
is
The
your local county Extension
changing money, keep
Good 300-400 lbs. 31.00-33.00,400- promise has been developed by according
church 45 in the city of Kankakee, III. the reeeipr
hazardous weather conditions.
a
to
East
you may need it
agent.
Kangol Magnet Ltd. which spokesman.
500 lbs. 29.00-31.00.
-Don't overload the craftimpossible. Don't worry. All
Injured were Mr. and Mrs. Rex later.
manufactures
a
wide
variety
of
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
keep passengers at a safe
hotel staffs speak English,
Tabers of.1404 Vine Street, and
You have to register immed300-500 lbs. 30.00-32.75, 500-700 lbs. seat belts for many European
minimum.
French and German, ato feast.
least.
the
iately
his
uncle
and
Mrs.
aunt,
Mr.
and
with
the
police
wherever
manufacturers.
27.50-30.00, mixed Good and auto
So do many people
-Don't overpower the boat.
you
stay
Rube
Sycamore
Nichols,
Hotels
903
will
do
it
for
The Kangol system provides
Choice 300-500 lbs 27.50-30.00, 500street. Learn the local words
Use only dealer recommended
Street, Murray.
integrity and safety of the
for -please" and "thank you."
700 lbs. 26.00-27.50, fGood 300400 the
horse-power.
Tabers suffered a double
seat belt-shoulder harness deThey make friends.
bs 25.00-27.50, 500-700 lbs. 24.00- vice with the
-Don't smoke while refueling.
whiplash and bruises on the left
added ingredient
at the local foods. Drink
3600
-Don't let passengers stand up
aboolabie, and left beg;
,
that occupants do not have to
(Centimed tram Page 1)
the local wines. Aak the waiter
Mrs. Tabers, neck and shoulder
in a small boat or sit on gunwales. "Ten Lessons in Forestry" was
belt up every time they get into
accidents.
for guidance. Eastern Europe is
injuries; Mrs. Nichols, left rib
-Equip your boat with anprinted in 1947nand is still
their car.
Wisconsin Gov. Patrick Lucey not Paris but all the food is
broken,
attached
neck
chors,oars, boat hook,extra line, nsidered one of the South's
and
shoulder
inis
belt
Kangol
The
declared a "state of emergen- good and, in Hungary, outfire extinguisher, tool kit, and
books on forestry for inHUMBOLDT, Tenn.(UPI)- juries; Mr. Nichols, bruise on left cy" on the state's highways for standing. Water is generally
First Aid kit. Night lights are a
te grades.
The state rested its murder knee where his knee hit the glove the long weekend, which runs safe but, if you're worried, ask
must.
The publication, which has Funeral services for Mrs. Ethel
case against novelist Jesse Hill compartment as he was riding in through Mondly. In Arizona, for bottled water.
-Check weather reports and
revised and reprinted 9 'Morton Ward of 707 Poplar
Ford Thursday after stifling a the front seat with Mr. Tabers at authorities closed access roads
Service varies wildly. Re.
(Continued train Page 1)
take a transistor radio to keep
es, was the first project on Street, Murray, will be held
defense attempt to link town the time of the collision.
member, Eastern Europe is just
to
nearly
national
all
areas
of
Saturday
at three p.m. at the
posted.
Mrs. Tabers and Mrs. Nichols forests because
'eh a group of Southern state
New York. Two men were resentment against Ford with
of critical fire getting the knack of tourism.
-Stay with boat if capsized orestry associations engaged chapel of the J. H. Churchill struck near their
It's not Switzerland. Avoid
the slaying of a black soldier. were taken by ambulance to the danger.
home
in
Funeral
Home
with
Dr.
H.
C.
peratively. It resulted from a
Otego, N.Y. and a Norwalk, Ford, 42, author of the best- Riverside Hospital, Kankakee, Local authorities across the making tight schedules that dc.
Chiles
officiating.
Mrs. Forrest also listed these need to coordinate educational
Conn., man was hit and killed seller "The Liberation of Lord for treatment. Tabers remained nation planned beefed-up traffic pend on swift service. An
basic rules for waterways:
efforts concerning forestry Interment will be in the Murray by lightning at Harrison, N.Y., Byron Jones," was to testify to talk with the City Police and
patrols and officials of the keep your temper.
-When boats are meeting each management and fire control in Cemetery with the arrangements golf course.
What to see? All capital
as the first defense then was taken to the hospital. Chicago Skyway said theirs
today
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral
should keep to the right.
cities. Also Cracow in Poland,
the South.
They were released from the would include crackdowns
The storm dropped more than witness.
on Lake
Home
where
friends
may
call.
Balaton in Hungary,
-When boats are in crossing "Ten Lessons" was first
Fourteen witnesses testified hospital and were able to return litterbugs and hitchhikers.
Mrs. Ward, a life long resident an inch of rain on New York
Transylvania and Cluj in Roposition one on right has right-of- produced by the Louisiana
about the home that night after emergency
prosecution
City,
the
for
causing
minor
The
flooding
safety
council
issued
a mania, Brno in Czechoslovakia,
way.
Forestry Commission. It met of Murray, died Wednesday at and delaying home-bound
com-9night of Nov. 16, 1970, when repair was done to the 1966 warning against careless use of Plovdid and Rila
in Bulgaria,
-When one boat is overtaking prompt
enthusiastic 10:55 p.m. at the Murray- muters on the subways
and
Chevrolet
hardtop
four
door
Jr.,
Doaks
Henry
fireworks.
and Pvt. George
the mountains (Tatras, Balanother,the boat being overtaken response from other Southern Calloway County Hospital. She railroads.
Tabers was driving. The car was During
as
rifle
killed
shot
by
a
was
21,
last
year's
Fourth
of
kans, Rhodopes), the Black Sea
states which were interested in a was a member of the First Winds were clocked in
has the right-of-way.
excess he sat in a parked car in Ford's extensively damaged in the July holiday, 540 persons died coast, and lots of other things
Power boats should give way to publication of the type. With the Baptist Church and was the of 41 miles an hour at
wreck.
cousin
second
with
his
driveway
Atlantic
in traffic, the safety council you never knew existed.
manually propelled or sail boats help of the Louisianaa Forestry daughter of the late Henry D. City, N.J., and hail
Tabers said they were said.
pelted both and a little girl for whom she
Above all, don't get .jittery.
unless the sail boat is overtaking Commission and Southern Forest Thornton, Jr., and Ella Lassiter Santa Fe, N.M., and
on
traveling
the
four
south
lane
The lower standard of living
Colroado was babysitting.
Thornton.
the power boat. Small sail boats Products Association (then
Springs, Colo.
The cousin, Allie V Andrews, road when two cars stopped in
may ,jolt a Westerner, but nowhen sailing in channel should Southern Pine Association), the Survivors are one son, Joe M. Temperatures rose to
was the principal state front of him. Tabers said he was
16,
body s starving. Communism
the
90s
Ward
and
wife,
Paula,and two
give way to power boats which book was revised to apply to
but
able
Tim
to
stop,
Henderson
in many locations in the North witness to the shooting which
isn't what it used to be cannot operate outside channel. Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, grandchildren, Marshall and Dan and Middle Atlantic
Ford contends was motivated of Bradley, Ill., driving behind
(CanUnoed from Pagel)
you're safer than in New York,
Coast
of
Ward,
all
Charleston,
S.
C.
;
Sail boats to windward must Mississippi, North Carolina,
region, but the thunderstorms by "fear and anxiety." Ford him, was unable to stop in time to produced
Don't make jokes about the;
by
one
brother,
Henry
D.
Thornton
special
keep out of the way of sail boats Oklahoma,Texas and Virginia as
avoid hitting the Tabers car in
arrangement with Samuel government; that's bad form
of Casa Grande, Arizona; two brought welcome relief, drp- told a preliminary hearing his the rear and knocking it into
well as Louisiana.
to leeward.
the
and
threatened
ping
been
had
family
temperatures
into
the
French, Inc. of New York. The anywhere. Hospitality is an
nieces
and
numerous
cousins.
Forest industry, of course, is
East European byword. Relax
more comfortable 60s and 70s. harassed since his novel about next car causing the chain play is being presented
nightly at
vitally important to the South's
and enjoy it.
Nearly two inches of rain racial bigotry was published collision. All doors on the Taber 8:30 p.m.
economy. It provides more than
deluged Tuscaloosa, Ala, in six and filmed, and he thought the car were jammed in the collision
The cast of nine is made up of
half a million jobs, and the region
hours and Fayetteville, Ark , car parked in the driveway of except the left rear door. Tabers Murray State
From Th.
students and
produces more than $5-billion
got nearly an inch and a half of his rural estate was a possible praised the quick arrival of the graduates and
will present
worth of forest producsts a year.
ambulance
and
police
cars
after
rain in th Thamne amount of threat to his family.
"Dracula" throughout the
According to Louisiana State Two cars were involved in a time.
the
accident.
Ford's attorney, former
(Continued from Page 1
Forester James E. Mixon, it is collision Thursday at 2:25 p.m. at
Mr. and Mrs. Tabers and Mr. summer with the finale set for
Water use restrictions in Judge John Kiser, attempted to
Labor Day, September 6.
121
Highway
of
intersection
Hutson,
Gene Landolt, Dr. James
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